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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation critically analyzes current theories of mental representation, 

with an emphasis on indicator and teleological semantics. Its central claim is that 

detection-based theories of mental meaning — or more generally, theories which 

trace the meaning of a cognitive structure S to those environmental conditions 

which obtain while S executes or acquires its function ~ cannot explain many of 

the representational structures invoked in common-sense jmd computational 

psychology. The dissertation emphasizes several kinds of representational states 

(both common-sense and computational) that are not commonly noted in the 

philosophical literature. By emphasizing the heterogeneity of cognitive contents, 

the dissertation shows just how robust a notion of content will be needed to 

naturalize, or even just analyze, mental representation. 

Chapter one introduces the fundamentals of indicator theories and the notion 

of a language of thought. Chapter two introduces a class of ordinary beliefs that 

resist explanation on indicator accounts ~ viz., mistaken beliefs about the physical 

appearance of members of a kind. Indicator theories require us to assign 

propositional contents to these beUefe so as to make them true 

(counterintuitively), at the additional cost of making false many other beliefs 

about the kind. Chapter three addresses the implications for content theories of 

internal instructions in cognitive processing ~ of structures which specify actions 



that the cognitive system is to perform. Instructions do not fit naturally within the 

framework of indicator semantics. Indicator theories take a symbol's meaning to 

be a function of conditions which regularly precede, and help cause, the symbol's 

tokening. By contrast, an instruction represents an action which has not yet been 

performed, an action that will issue from the instruction itself. Indicator theories 

thus must reconcile the future-directed contents of instructions with the backward-

looking mechanism of detection. Chapter four challenges the assumption of both 

indicator and teleological accounts that meaning is founded on some type of 

causal interaction between the denoting state and the denoted conditions. It 

explores the conflict between this foundational assumption and the itomic 

prototypes invoked in theories of visual object recognition. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INDICATOR THEORIES OF CONTENT 

7 

1.1. Introduction 

In this chapter and the next I advance a general criticism of attempts to 

use indicator semantics to explain the contents of ordinary concepts. I begin in 

this chapter by sketching the basic form of indicator theories, and discussing the 

use of such accounts to confer meanings on symbols in a "language of thought." I 

then argue in chapter 2 that such accounts are incompatible with common-sense 

psychology — in particular, that such accounts make it impossible for agents to 

possess beliefs that we would ordinarily attribute to them. The crucial point is the 

following. Indicator accounts make it impossible for agents to possess certain 

misconceptions about the physical appearance, membership criteria, etc. of a 

natural kind. Indicator accounts have this consequence because (i) according to 

such theories, a symbol's extension is determined by what the agent identifies as an 

instance of the kind, and (ii) the agent may systematically fail to recognize an 

actual subclass of that kind. Rather than attribute misconceptions to agents in 

such cases, indicator accounts ascribe them strikingly counterintuitive beliefe. One 

result is that, in such cases, indicator theories are subject to the same criticisms as 
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conceptual-role theories. It will be impossible for agents to possess certain kinds 

of false beliefe, impossible for agents to disagree, and so on. 



1^. Indicator Theories of Representation 
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Let me begin by sketching the basic form of indicator theories of mental 

representation. I will emphasize the basic form of such theories because it is this 

~ rather than refinements made to such theories to allow for the possibility of 

misrepresentation ~ which is directly relevant to my argument. According to 

indicator semantics, mental representation is a special case of a phenomenon 

found throughout nature. It is an instance of the following: one physical state 

serving as a reliable indicator of the presence of some other physical condition, 

magnitude, etc. Examples of physical states which serve as indicators — of so-

called "natural signs" — are familiar from the literature. Most frequently cited are 

the growth rings in the trunks of trees. The number of rings present in the trunk 

reflects or indicates the age of the tree ~ 24 rings means that the tree is 24 years 

old. There are any number of examples. Expansion of metal indicates an 

increase in the ambient temperature, smoke indicates a nearby fire, etc. This 

relationship is often described as causal covariance. In the above examples, the 

property of being an indicator of the presence of some other physical condition 

(e.g. a rise in temperature) is based on a causal connection between a physical 

state S and what S indicates. Smoke "indicates" the presence of fire because it is 

typically caused by a fire. Often this causal relationship reflects natural laws, or at 

least a process described by the natural sciences — e.g. the relation between the 
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volume of a metal and temperature. (Though Dretske (1986, 1988) argues that an 

indicator can be "dependent" on what it indicates in a way not determined by any 

law of a natural science.) 

Interest in explaining the semantic properties of thoughts in terms of such 

relations is due to its promise in answering a metaphysical concern. The worry is 

whether talk about a physical state possessing a "meaning" (for example, marks on 

a chalkboard possessing a meaning, a neural state possessing a meaning) can be 

explained in terms acceptable to the physical sciences. As Fodor (1987, p. 97) 

puts it: "the deepest motivation for intentional irrealism derives ... from a certain 

ontological intuition: that there is no place for intentional categories in a 

physicalistic view of the world." Of course, the kinds of covariation or indicator 

relations described above ~ e.g. between the volume of a metal and the 

temperature of the ambient air ~ do seem to be a part of the natural order. At a 

minimum, reference to causal covariance provides an account of mental 

representation in terms of a kind of relationship that is also assumed in other 

natural sciences. 

Attempts to give a satisfactory account of mental representation (of 

structures such as beliefe and concepts) in terms of indicator relationships are 

often quite complex. But I will be concerned in this paper only with the first, and 

most fundamental, part of the story. Start with the (correct) observation that 

some internal states of organisms serve to indicate the presence of an 



environmental condition. For example, female crickets possess a neuron which 

fires only in response to the chirp of a male (or a close facsimile). A firing of this 

neuron thus indicates the recent occurrence of a certain kind of sound in the 

cricket's environment.^ Of course, not all indicator theorists would accept this 

sort of genetically-programmed response as possessing a genuine meaning or 

representational content. (And those that would would not give a univocal 

response to the question of just what it means.) For example, Dretske's position 

is that, to possess a genuine meaning, these structures must subsequently become 

involved directing some learned behavior on the part of the organism. But such 

cases do illustrate that sometimes something "inside the head" or the orgam'sm 

does covary with the presence of an event in the environment in a manner similar 

to natural signs. 

Many, though not all, who favor an indicator theory of content also accept 

some form of the "language of thought" hypothesis (Field 1978, Fodor 1975, 

Fodor and Pylysyhyn 1988). The central idea is that, at one level of analysis, 

some electrochemical states of our brains can be viewed as symbols. Some of 

these mental symbols have the same "contents" as ordinary concepts ~ e.g. you 

might possess mental symbols such as HORSE or CAR. (This point is crucial for 

the use of a mental language to explain folk-psychological states like belief and 

desire, see below.) And this system of symbols is similar to natural and logical 

' The example is from Dretske 1989. 
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languages in crucial respects. In particular, some of these symbols are atomic; 

they correspond roughly to individual words. And atomic symbols may be 

combined to form "sentences" or well-formed formulae in this mental language. 

So I may possess, not just the mental symbols LION and GAZELLE, but the 

capacity to form a construction such as LIONS EAT GAZELLES.- Probably the 

most sigmficant aspect of this view is the claim that much of our cognitive activity 

(reasoning, perception) consists of manipulation of formulas in this mental 

language. 

There is a fair imount of controversv about the exact form of the 

"language of thought." There is, of course, even more controversy about the 

existence of a language of thought, and whether computations over it provide the 

only good explanation we have of explain various cognitive abilities. I want to say 

as little as possible about its exact form: I want my criticisms to apply regardless 

of the exact structure of a mental language. But one point is crucial for the 

discussion to follow. That is the claim that a mental language underlies 

prepositional attitudes such as belief. The idea is that beliefs and other 

prepositional attitudes are realized by mental "sentences" of the sort just 

described. (This is an account advocated, most famously, by Jerry Fodor.) 

Formally, S believes that P just in case S stands in a certain computational relation 

* The meaning of a mental "sentence" is a function of the meanings of its constituents. 
Mentalese is supposed to have a combinatorial semantics. 



to a mental sentence which expresses this proposition. Less formally, S believes 

(e.g.) that lions eat gazelles just in case S has the sentence LIONS EAT 

GAZELLES "stored in her head" ~ and stored in her head in a certain manner. 

The "in a certain manner" part distinguishes believi'^.g the proposition expressed by 

this sentence from other attitudes she might have towards it. Let the distinctive 

manner in which beliefs are stored in our minds be represented by the idea of a 

"belief box".^ Then, to believe that lions eat gazelles is to have the string LIONS 

EAT GAZELLES stored in your belief box. 

My concern in this chapter is any view which employs an indicator account 

to explain how the primitive symbols in our mental language acquire meanings. 

The strategy followed by such accounts (at least when discussing human cognizers) 

is to focus on judgments we form about our immediate environments -- judgments 

such as "that's a horse" or "there's a train coming." Here is how we might 

describe such perceptual judgments within a language-of-thought framework. 

Above I mentioned a "box" where the mental sentences which correspond to 

beliefs are stored. Now imagine our brains organized into a system of boxes with 

more specialized functions. In particular, suppose there is a "detection box", 

whose contents are supposed to indicate what is present in the immediate 

environment. When an atomic sjonbol appears in the detection box ~ say, LION -

^ This terminology is originally due to Stephen Schiffer. 
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- this appearance corresponds to the judgment that an object of a certain type 

(say, a lion) is present. 

Let me pause to emphasize a point. A sentence in our mental language is 

built up from atomic symbols, that is, from individual words. And what a 

sentence in our mental language means ~ the proposition it expresses — is a 

function of the meanings of its constituent words (see note 1). So, for example, a 

mental sentence might express the proposition that lions eat gazelles in virtue of 

containing an atomic symbol which means "lion", another which means "gazelle", 

and so on. (Of course, these symbols must fill the right grammatical roles.) 

Perhaps a mental sentence could be "about" lions in a less direct sense, i.e. if it 

contained a description which picked out lions. But something like this will have 

to be the case for a sentence to express a proposition about lions. There must be 

an atomic symbol (or a description) in my mental language which denotes lions, 

and it must appear in this sentence. Now, on the above account, beliefe and other 

propositional attitudes involve relations to these mental sentences. So, I can have 

beliefs about lions only if some atomic symbol (or description) in my mental 

language denotes lions.^ 

^ It's possible, I suppose, that an atomic symbol could acquire (itself) the contcnt "lioas eat 
gazelles". But this can't be the general case. The primary reason for positing a language of thought" is to 
get expressions with internal syntactic structure ~ that is, expressions with indiwdual words and phrases 
occupying grammatical roles (Fodor and Pylyshyn 1988). 
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Given this framework, here is an indicator-based explanation of how 

mental symbols acquire their meanings. Suppose the symbol HORSE appears in 

my detection box whenever a horse is present in my immediate environment. In 

virtue of this (perhaps lawful) relationship, appearances of HORSE in the 

detection box indicate that a horse is present. And in virtue of this ~ and this is 

the key idea ~ the symbol HORSE in my mental language means horse. The core 

idea of "indicator" semantics (as applied to mental symbols) is to take the 

property whose presence a symbol indicates in detection contexts to be the 

symbol's semantic content. 

The criticisms I will raise of causal theories will often discuss the meanings 

assigned to symbols in a mental language. Certainly, it is reasonable to take 

seriously a language of thought when discussing issues of mental representation. 

The presence of expressions with syntactic structure in cognitive processing is 

accepted by a wide range of thinkers in the debate over mental content. It is 

accepted by some advocates of "indicator" theories, but also by many who 

advocate rival semantic theories — see Harman 1975, Block 1986, and Devitt and 

Sterelny 1987, for example. It is assumed by Stich (1983), who then argues that 

those building cognitive models should provide no semantics for these mental 

"symbols" at all. In addition, talk of symbol structures provides a link between 

philosophical theorizing and the kinds of computational models of language 

understanding, reasoning, etc. that make up much of current cognitive psychology. 



Nevertheless, some advocates of causal theories do not accept the existence of a 

mental language (Stalnaker 1984), or at least are not committed to it (Dretske)/ 

So there is some concern that the criticisms I raise will not generalize to all causal 

theories. 

Actuall •. the argument I will give makes few assumptions about the kinds 

of structures which bear content. It does not require cognitive structures which 

have a syntactic or logical form (though talking in terms of these makes the 

exposition easier). References to, e.g., a mental symbol with the content horse 

will be little more than a familiar way of talking about some or other internal 

state with this meaning. The one claim I do attribute to causal theories is that the 

relevant internal state, whatever its form, is what enables us to have beliefs about 

the relevant kind (e.g., horses). In this connection, notice the following. Dretske 

says little about what logical or physical structure (if any) internal indicators must 

have. But he clearly thinks one class of indicator states are what realize ordinary 

beliefe and desires. Dretske's primary goal in Explaining Behavior is to defend 

explanations of an agent's behavior in terms of her beliefs and desires -- that is, 

explanations such as "Sarah went to the pantry because she wanted food and 

believed she could find food there." And his defense of this type of explanation 

consists mostly of an argument that certain internal indicators play the correct 

^ At least some aspects of Dretske's account are incompatible with the account of ordinary beliefs 
and desires given above. 
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role in the explanation of behavior. Now, of course, so long as beliefe and desires 

just are these internal indicators, and the latter play the correct explanatory role, 

our common-sense explanations will be vindicated. So there is no question that 

Dretske wants ordinary beliefe and desires to correspond to a certain class of 

internal indicators'^. At times he says this explicitly — "a belief is merely an 

indicator whose natural meaning has been ... given a job to do Ln the explanation 

of behavior (p.84)." I believe this is sufficient to make my criticisms apply to 

Dretske's views as well; I will discuss this a bit more below. 

The version of indicator semantics described above is pretty crude. It 

requires that HORSE appear in the detection box only when a horse is actually 

present. Famously, this requirement is hard to reconcile with the idea that some 

occurrences of HORSE in the detection box might be mistakes. Handling this 

difficulty has been the principal concern for sophisticated versions of indicator 

semantics. I will have little to say about this issue, though; I have a different 

problem in mind. I want to emphasize another feature of "indicator" semantics, a 

feature possessed by both crude and sophisticated versions of the view. And I will 

argue that this feature of causal theories is incompatible with a different kind of 

"error" cognitive agents often make. Specifically, I will argue that causal theories 

® Also, his concern with the abQity of "indicator" theories to explain misrepresentation is motivated 
by the fact that ordinary perceptual beliefs have this feature (are sometimes wrong.) The capacity to 
misrepresent "is [a] power that minds have ... and that, therefore is the power we are seeking in 
representational systems." 
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(among other things) make impossible a class of false beliefs it is perfectly 

possible to have ~ that, in fact, many people do have. 

As mentioned, later versions of indicator semantics make the relationship 

between what a symbol indicates and what it means more complex. Dretske 

claims an internal state acquires no semantic content at all merely by indicating 

something about the environment. The structure only acquires a "genuine" 

meaning (and not just a natural meaning) if it also gains control over an 

organism's physical movements.' Also, as mentioned, trying to allow for 

"mistakes" in detection raises problems for the identification of meaning with 

indicator content. If I mistakenly think something is a horse, the symbol HORSE 

is tokened in response to something other than its intuitive referent. It is tokened 

in response to a muddy zebra, or a cow, or whatever. But, because HORSE may 

have these alternate causes, the appearance of HORSE in the detection box 

indicates only that a horse or a muddy zebra or something else is present. But we 

do not want the semantic value of HORSE to reflect this. We do not want 

HORSE to mean horse or muddy zebra or ... And so, theorists have looked for 

conditions which "favor" the connection between (e.g.) HORSE and horses ~ 

conditions which make only one (or a subset) of the causal connections between a 

sjonbol and the world relevant to determining semantic content. 

^ The fact that it serves as an indicator must also be involved in the explanation of how this 
structure acquired a control function. 
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It is true that sophisticated causal theories complicate the relationship 

between what a symbol means and what it indicates. But, let me emphasize, 

indicator relations still serve as the basis for semantic content on all such 

accounts.® Consider Dretske's view. The fact that the occurrence of state C 

indicates something about the organism's environment is not sufficient to give it a 

semantic value. But, of course, it is necessary for C to acquire a semantic value 

that its occurrence "naturally" mean something about the state of the organism's 

environment. Half the story is that the occurrence of C "naturally" means 

something about the state of the organism's environment; the other half is the fact 

that this structure has gained control over bodily movement. More importantly, 

the "indicator" relation between C and a feature of the environment still e.xplains 

its particular meaning. C acquires the particular meaning it does ~ "predator", say 

~ because occurrences of this internal state reliably indicate the presence of a 

predator in the environment. It is still the case that C inherits its semantic 

(referential) connection to predators from its "natural" connection to them. 

Similarly, theories designed to solve the disjunction problem still take the causal 

link between (e.g.) HORSE and horses to determine the symbol's meaning. 

These theories tiy to exclude causal links between HORSE and other features of 

the enviroimient (e.g. muddy zebras) from playing a role in determining content. 

' Sometimes the causal relationship between a symbol and its referent is only counterfactual. 
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But the causal relationship between horses and HORSE still underlies meaning on 

these accounts. 

So: all versions of indicator semantics make meaning depend on a "natural" 

connection with a feature of the envirormient. In essence, an internal state comes 

to mean "predator" only if its occurrence is a reliable indicator of the presence of 

a predator. This is not quite right, for reasons mentioned above. For example, 

suppose C also occurs in response to a wax figure made to look like a predator. 

In this case, an occurrence of C would indicate the presence of a predator or a 

wax figure that resembles one.' So, more carefully, we should say C comes to 

mean "is a predator" only if predators regularly cause C. There must be a regular 

connection between predators and the occurrence of C. This is a necessary 

condition for meaning for both crude and sophisticated causal theories. 

Substituting "symbol" for "internal state", we get the following restriction on 

the meanings of symbols in a mental language. A symbol in my mental language 

will represent a natural or artificial kind only if it is tokened regularly in response 

to instances of that kind. E.g., a symbol can acquire the semantic value 

"predator" only if it appears in the detection box in response to predators. A 

symbol's semantic value is inherited from a "natural" connection to the relevant 

feature of the environment. And the "natural" connection here is the appearance 

' We might say the occurrence of C indicates the presence of an object with a certain appearance, 
of a "predator-looicing" item in the immediate environment. Regardless, C does not strictly indicate that a 
predator is nearby, and so cannot acquire the semantic value "predator" on this basis. 
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of the symbol in the detection box whenever that feature is present. To acquire 

the meaning "predator"', the relevant symbol — PREDATOR — must reliably 

appear in the detection box when a predator is present. 

It follows from this that my mental language will contain a symbol with the 

content "predator" only if I have some means of detecting predators. Recall the 

significance of the "detection box" terminology. Causal theories require the 

symbol PREDATOR to appear in the detection box when a predator is present. 

And the symbol PREDATOR appearing in the detection box is meant to 

correspond to the (ordinaiy) belief that a predator is nearby. And so, in essence, 

what these theories require is that I consistently believe (judge) that a predator is 

present when one in fact is.'° (Fodor 1987 presents a specialized version of this 

requirement, see section 2, IV.) To do this, it would seem that I must be able to 

recognize predators — at a minimum, I must have some reliable method of 

knowing when one is present. I need some reliable means of detecting predators 

if I am to consistently recognize when one is present. And this means I need 

some method of detecting predators if I am to token PREDATOR in my 

detection box at the right times. Similar considerations apply for all terms 

denoting natural or artificial kinds. 

I do not have to classify the animals I see as "predators" in the sense that I attribute any 
particular characterstic to them — e.g. a desire to eat me. I just need to realize that these animals fonri a 
distinct class, and associate a distinct mental symbol with them. 
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Again, on the account being discussed, the notion of a mental language is 

used to provide an account of how folk psychological states are realized. To 

believe that P is to have stored in your head a "sentence" in your mental language 

with this meaning. My belief that lions eat gazelles is realized by a sentence in 

my mental language — LIONS EAT GAZELLES -- stored in my head in a certain 

manner (in my "belief box"). And recall a further point emphasized above. It will 

be possible to form constructions in my mental language which refer to lions — 

and hence be possible for me to have beliefs about (desires regarding, etc.) lions — 

just in case my mental language contains a symbol with the content "lion." And 

so, the restriction on the meanings of mental symbols just discussed has the 

following consequence. I will be able to have thoughts about predators only if I 

can reliably detect them (in some circumstances). More generally, an agent must be 

able to detect instances of a property in order to have thoughts about it. 

This has been a source of concern for causal theorists. In particular, they 

have worried about the case of unobservable entities. Do I have to know how to 

detect electrons in order to have thoughts about them? Must there be a "natural" 

connection between one of my cognitive structures and the presence of an 

electron in order for me to have beliefe about them? At the end of the next 

chapter, I will sketch and criticize one attempt (Fodor's) to explain thoughts about 

unobservables using an indicator semantics. (Unobservables have been thought to 

offer special problems for causal theories.) However, I will argue that the 
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difficulty causal theories face in explaining thoughts about unobservable entities 

are just a special case of a veiy general difficulty — namely, the inability to make 

sense of mistaken (or absent) beliefe about the appearance of a natural land. 
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U. Background Beliefs in Detection 

I now want to examine the relationship between indicator semantics and an 

agent's beliefs about the appearance ~ or more generally, observable features of --

members of a natural kind. I am referring to an agent's beliefs about what 

instances of a kind look like, sound like, etc. The crucial point is this: it is hard 

to see how such beliefs about observable features can be mistaken, given indicator 

semantics. For similar reasons, it is hard to see how an agent could be mistaken 

about speciation relations, about which species are members of a more general 

kind, on such theories. For example, it is difficult to see how an agent could be 

mistaken about which animals are mammals, which artifacts are furniture, and so 

on. 

I will start by looking at the circumstances which cause a symbol to be 

tokened in an agent's detection box. Consider an arbitrary symbol in my mental 

language, such as CAT. Suppose there is a correlation between appearances of 

CAT in my detection box and the presence of particular kind of animal in the 

environment. As a result, CAT signifies this kind of animal. How does this 

correlation come about? Presumably, it is mediated by certain background beliefs 

that I have about CATs. Recall that, on the current account, such beliefs are 

realized by mental language "sentences" stored in my belief box. Thus, my belief 

box may contain such sentences as CATS LIKE TO SLEEP, MARCY OWNS A 
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CAT, etc. And among the CAT sentences I have stored will likely be some which 

specify what these animals look like. These sentences will attribute a certain 

physical appearance to CATs, e.g., fur and claws. There may also be sentences 

which describe other easily observed characteristics of CATs, such as a mewing 

sound. 

Obviously, beliefs such as these will play a central role in my attempts to 

identify CATs in my environment. After all, I will most commonly judge that a 

CAT is present in my environment because I have spotted an animal that looks 

like a CAT, or because I have just heard something that sounds like a CAT. That 

is, I will most commonly judge that a CAT is present because I have seen 

something with the correct physical appearance ~ the physical appearance 

specified in my background beliefs about CATs. This is hardly a groundbreaking 

insight. But it is important to emphasize the role that beliefe about physical 

appearance play in establishing a correlation between tokenings of CAT and the 

presence of a certain kind of animal. 

This correlation is crucial for indicator semantics, of course. It is what 

determines the extension of the relevant mental symbol. The symbol CAT 

mentioned above will denote just those animals which cause it (or would cause it) 

to be tokened in my detection box. Put slightly differently: the symbol CAT will 

signify the sort of thing that I would identify as a CAT. (I am disregarding errors 
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here). This holds for mental symbols generally — the meaning a symbol acquires 

is always a function of what prompts it to appear in the detection box. 

So: the symbol CAT will have in its extension just those animals which I 

would identify as CATs (excluding errors). Now, the point above was that which 

animals I would identify as CATs depends on my beliefe about a CAT's 

appearance. I have been assuming that I attribute to CATs the physical 

appearance possessed by (what else) ordinary domestic cats ~ fur, meowing, and 

so on. Animals with this physical appearance will prompt CAT to appear in my 

detection box; and so, cats will prompt CAT to appear in my detection box. (And 

so, CAT will mean "cat".) But, of course, if my beliefe about the appearance of a 

CAT were different — if my mental "picture" of what CATs look like were 

different -- I would identify different things as CATs. 

It follows from this ~ as I will argue in more detail in a moment ~ that it 

is hard to imagine how a mental sentence such as <CATS LOOK LIKE such and 

such> could turn out to be false. If I think CATS have distinctive physical 

characteristics C, then the sight of an animal with these characteristics will prompt 

CAT to appear in my detection box. And so, CAT will in fact denote objects with 

this appearance. But, of course, if CAT denotes objects with this appearance, 

then the original mental sentence is true. Put simply, it is not obvious that causal 

theories allow the possibility that you could be wrong about what members of a 

kind look like. 
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It is crucial to note that an agent need not be completely ignorant about 

the appearance (or observable signs generally) of a kind. A symbol's semantic 

value reflects the exact class of objects which lead it to occur in detection. If an 

agent systematically fails to recognize some subcategory of a kind, that 

subcategory will not be in the extension of the mental symbol. This point may not 

sound dramatic in the abstract, but it leads to some rather dramatic results. In 

the next chapter I discuss a number of very common misconceptions that turn out 

to be impossible given indicator semantics. 



CHAPTER TWO 

INDICATOR THEORIES AND RECOGNITION 
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2.1. The Problem or Limited Recognition 

In the preceding chapter, I outlined the basic elements of an indicator 

theory of (mental) content. In particular, I emphasized the fact that indicator 

accounts make the denotation of a symbol (S) a function of its behavior in 

detection contexts — viz., a function of what the agent would recognize as an 

instance of S. As a result, the denotation of S will depend on the agent's beliefe 

about the physical appearance (and other observable signs) of Ss, because it is 

these which mediate the content-fixing perceptual judgments. In this chapter, I 

explain how this feature of indicator accounts leads them to attribute contents to 

mental symbols in a manner inconsistent with common-sense psychology. I 

describe agents who intuitively count as possessing certain concepts, but who fail 

to do so given an indicator semantics. As I show, the difficulty occurs for both 

common-sense concepts and theoretical terms (terms which denote 

unobservables), and indicator theories end up falling victim to some of the 

problems which afflict conceptual role semantics. I finish with a discussion of 

content theories and ideolectical variation. 
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I begin with an example involving the mental symbol LION. At issue is the 

content that an indicator semantics would assign to LION in this imagined case, 

and the consequences this content assignment would have for the agent's beliefs. 

So: suppose that most of the beliefe the agent (me) forms by employing the 

mental symbol LION suggest that this symbol denotes lions. Suppose that I 

believe that LIONs are a kind of large cat, living in Africa, feeding on gazelles, 

and so on.^ Further, suppose that the symbol LION is tokened in my detection 

box in many of the circumstances we would expect ~ that is, it is frequently 

tokened when I am in the presence of a lion. (At least, my beliefs are such that 

often LION would be tokened if I were to encounter a lion.)" In fact, suppose for 

simplicity that the symbol LION is never tokened in my detection box in response 

to anything else, i.e., in response to any non-lions. 

Obviously, there is considerable reason to believe that the symbol LION in 

my mental language signifies lions. .At a minimum, we can say the following. 

Given indicator semantics, if the symbol LION is does not denote lions, then 

there is no atomic symbol in my LOT which does. By hypothesis, there is no 

other symbol whose tokenings are correlated as strongly with the presence of 

lions. Of course, there are other symbols which might appear in my detection box 

' Again, on the current account, my beliefs are realized by "sentences" in my mental language. So 
the idea is that sentences (in my mental language) specifying these facts about LIONs are stored in my 
belief box. 

• Often, of course, this symbol will be produced in response to pictures of lions, images of lions on 
video, etc. It is plausible that this causal relationship depends on one with actual lions. 
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if I were to spot a lion -- e.g. CAT, MAMMAL, SENTIENT. But these symbols 

would be tokened in response to lots of other things as well. Similar 

considerations apply to mental sentences such as LIONS LIVE IN AFRICA. The 

presence of these sentences in my belief box appears to be the LOT realization of 

beliefe about lions. And if these mental sentences do not correspond to beliefe 

about lions, then I don't have beliefs about lions. I don't believe about anything 

else (besides LIONs) that they are great cats of a size to rival tigers, etc. 

For the moment, then, I am going to assume that the symbol LION 

actually does denote lions. And so, I will talk about beliefs that the agent has 

about Lions That is, I will refer to what the agent believes about lions, rather 

than what he believes about LIONs. In the end, my point will be that we cannot 

actually talk this way. 

So, in the example, most of the things I believe about lions are true. E.g. I 

believe they are of a size to rival tigers. However, I am mistaken about one thing. 

I believe that all lions have manes. That is, I am under the impression that all 

lions have large tufts of hair which surround their beads and necks. Why do I 

think this? Perhaps my exposure to lions has been limited to pictures, video 

images, etc., of the adult male, with its characteristic mane. That would not be all 

that unusual; this image of a lion serves as a kind of prototype. Alternatively, it 

might be the case that the striking image of a male lion with a full mane is all I 

have retained from pictures, television nature programs, etc. But one way or the 
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Other, I have been left with the impression that all lions have manes. (To the best 

of my knowledge, a number of people actually do have this misconception about 

lions. And so, there is nothing outlandish about supposing that an agent might 

believe this. Some people actually do believe this.) 

Like many people, then, I am under the mistaken impression that all lions 

have manes. As a result, the mental "picture" of lions that I possess is somewhat 

limited. The only sort of animal that I would readily identify as a lion is a large 

cat with a full mane. It has not occurred to me that a lion might look significantly 

different than this. The problem, of course, is that some lions do look 

significantly different than this. In particular, female lions do — they don't have 

manes, and are slightly smaller than the males. 

This, obviously, is going to be a problem. The only type of animal I am 

disposed to identify as a lion is a large cat with a full mane. A female lion will 

thus not match my expectations regarding the appearance of lions. As a result, 

there is a good likelihood that, when I encounter (what is in fact) a female lion in 

my environment, / will not realize it is a lion. It is a likely consequence of my 

restricted notion of what lions look like that, at times, I will not recognize a lion 

when I see one. If, for example, I were to see an image of a female lion on a 

television nature program, I simply would not realize the animal on the screen 

was a lion. There are various possibilities as to what I would think. Perhaps I 

would have no idea what species of cat I was looking at. Perhaps I would think it 
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was a type of cougar. But, at any rate, I would not be disposed to classify this 

animal as a lion. In fact, I would be genuinely surprised to be told the animal 

nuzzling her cubs was a lion. 

Note that my difficulty in recognizing female lions cannot be remedied by 

an appeal to "ideal" viewing conditions, or to viewing conditions which are 

"psychophysically optimal" (Fodor, 1987, pps. 112-122). The difficulty here is not 

that it's too dark for me to see the female lion clearly, and so that's why I don't 

recognize it as a lion. If a female lion were placed directly in front of me, clearly 

illuminated, I would be no better off than before. The problem is not some 

deficiency in my perceptual circumstances. The problem is that I simply do not 

realize that some lions have this appearance. In Psychosemantics, Fodor claims it 

is sufficient for a symbol to represent a property that the two covary in some 

restricted set of circumstances. E.g. it is sufficient that a symbol represent protons 

"that there be at least one kind of environment in which [observable signs of 

protons] cause the tokening of 'proton' in the belief box." But it is not clear there 

are any circumstances in which female lions cause LION to appear in my 

detection box (at least, that don't involve somebody telling me that this is a 

female lion, see below). 

I take it the significance of this example is clear. According to indicator 

sememtics, the symbol LION will signify just that class of animals instances of 

which cause LION to be tokened in my detection box. In this case, it is only 
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adult male lions which cause LION to appear in my detection box. And so, the 

symbol LION will only pick out this subclass of lions. The symbol LION in my 

LOT does not denote the complete class of lions; it does not function like the 

word "lion" in English. Its e.xtension is limited to just those lions which have 

manes. Once more: on indicator theories, the meaning of LION will be strictly 

determined by what prompts it to appear in my detection box. In the above case, 

it is only lions with manes that prompt LION to appear in my detection box. And 

so, in the above case, the symbol LION will only denote lions with manes; it will 

not refer to other types of lions as well. 

Here, then, is a rather striking fact about my mental language. It possesses 

no term which denotes the full class of lions. As noted above, if LION is not a 

term for lions in general, my mental language does not contain one. And so, my 

mental language contains no such predicate. It contains only a predicate (LION) 

which applies strictly to those lions with manes. In fact, limiting the extension of 

LION in this way will have a number of striking consequences. Most 

immediately, it will restrict the expressive power of my mental language, as 

mentioned. But there is another issue which is even more important. We had 

hoped to use sentences in my mental language which contain the symbol LION to 

attribute a certain kind of belief to the agent. There are various sentences in my 

mental language which contain the word LION — e.g. LIONS LIVE IN AFRICA. 

And it seemed natural to take the presence of such sentences in my belief box to 
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indicate that I possess a number of beliefs about lions. E.g., it seemed natural to 

take the presence of LIONS LIVE EN' AFRICA in my belief box to indicate that I 

believe that lions live in Africa. But now, given the limited extension of the 

s>Tnbol LION, we can no longer interpret these mental sentences in this way. 

How should we characterize the belief that corresponds to the presence of 

the mental sentence LIONS LIVE IN AFRICA in my belief box? An exact 

account of the situation here actually requires some care (see below). But the 

main idea is straightforward. The belief that corresponds to this mental sentence 

will be "about" just those animals which fall in the extension of LION. In de re 

terms: I will believe about those animals which fall in the extension of LION that 

they live in Africa. Of course, this means that I believe about those lions which 

have manes that they live in Africa.^ In general -- and this will become clear in 

the discussion below — it will turn out that all my beliefe about LIONs are actually 

beliefe about lions which have manes. 

I guess this might not seem to be a disastrous result. But it will have 

dramatic consequences for the truth values of certain of my beliefs about LIONs. 

Start with my original belief about the physical appearance of LIONs — i.e., my 

belief that all LIONs have manes. Of course, our first impulse was to describe 

this belief as a mistake. I characterized it as a "misconception" about Hons, one 

that a number of other people share. It is now clear that this is not the right 

^ It is, of course, permissible to substitute into the de re context here. 
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thing to say. In particular, notice that we cannot treat this as the (mistaken) 

belief that lions in general possess manes. As emphasized, the symbol LION does 

not refer to lions in general. And so, beliefs I form by tokening this mental 

symbol do not express propositions about this natural kind. 

In fact, it turns out that my belief about the physical appearance of LIONs 

perfectly matches the extension of this mental symbol. The idea is this. We want 

to know what ordinary belief results from the presence of the mental sentence 

ALL LIONS HAVE MANES in my belief box. The way to characterize this 

belief is to say that the agent (me) believes about those animals that fall in the 

extension of LION that they all possess manes. But, of course, all the animals in 

the extension of LION do possess manes. The predicate LION in my mental 

language will apply to just those lions which have this physical characteristic. And 

so, my original belief about the physical appearance of LIONs will be tnie. My 

doxastic situation here is as follows: I do not believe (falsely) of lions in general 

that they possess manes. Rather, I believe (correctly) of the subset wh ch possess 

manes that they in fact do so.^ 

Here is a more careful version of the argument. We want to know the truth value of my belief 
that all LIONs have manes. The issue will be, what proposition does this belief e.xpress? (If you like, what 
proposition serves as the "object" of this belief?) Since we are following a "language of thought" account, 
we determine the propositional content of a belief as follows. We know this belief must correspond to a 
mental "sentence" (a sentence expressed in my language of thought). And so, we determine what 
proposition this mental sentence expresses. On the account we are examining, the propositional content of 
a belief is the proposition expressed by a corresponding mental sentence. (This, in quick summary, is 
Fodor's "Representational Theory of the Mind" (1987, pps. 16-17). Beliefs inherit their semantic ;ontent 
from the content of a sentence in a mental language.) 

Suppose that the relevant mental sentence in this case is ALL LIONS HAVE MANES. What 
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Let me state this point in a way that gives it a h'ttle more bite. Above. I 

said that the agent (me) was under the impression that ail hons have manes. And 

that, surely, sounded like a belief that somebody could actually have. But it is not 

at all clear, given an indicator semantics, that one can actually form a belief like 

this. Certainly, we cannot describe the igent in this example as having that belief. 

I form the beliefe in question by tokening the symbol LION. And this symbol 

simply does not refer to the entire class of lions. 

The problem, of course, is that indicator theories have as a consequence 

that my beliefs about the physical appearance of a natural kind are, in effect, self-

verifying. I believe that all LIONs have manes. Because I believe this, only the 

sight of an adult male lion will prompt LION to appear in my detection box. But 

because only adult male lions prompt LION to appear in my detection box, the 

symbol will only denote adult male lions (given an indicator semantics). And ~ 

coming full circle ~ because LION will only denote adult male lions, my original 

belief that all LIONs have manes will be true. 

It is striking how many of the agent's beliefe we will be forced to redescribe 

here. Again, all my beliefe about LIONs (except for the one about manes) 

suggest that it is lions simpliciter I am thinking about. And a number of these 

matters, then, is that the proposition is e.'tpressed by this mental sentence. Well, the proposition expressed 
is that all LIONs ~ that is, everything in the extension of the symbol LION — have manes. Of course, 
everything in the extension of LION does have a mane. LION is a predicate that applies only to lions 
which have manes. As a result, it turns out that the proposition expressed by the mental sentence ALL 
LIONS HAVE MANES is true. And that means, on the account we are examining, that the corresponding 
belief is true. 
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beliefs ti. -n out to be false once we restrict the extension of LION in the manner 

described ibove. For example, one thing I will believe about LIONs ~ and this 

seemed like an especially safe bet at first glance ~ is that some of them are 

female. I would be absolutely shocked to find out that this was not true. How do 

they reproduce But it turns out that all lions which have manes -- and so, fall in 

the extension ot LION ~ are male. As it happens, no animal that falls in the 

extension of LIC M is female. And so, it turns out that my (seemingly innocuous) 

belief that some LIONs are female is fabe, for reasons similar to those given 

above. 

In general, give i an indicator account, it will not be possible to combine 

mostly true beliefs aboi t some natural kind with a mistaken idea about its 

appearance. My beliefs ibout what (for example) LIONs look like will be self-

verifying ~ i.e. determine he extension of LION — even if this fact falsifies any 

number of other beliefs I h ive about these animals. And so, indicator theories 

force us to violate "principle of charity" considerations in this case by adjusting the 

content of LION to match m^ beliefs about the physical appearance of these 

animals. 
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It should be clear that the difficulty for indicator semantics I have just 

described is not a version of the famous "disjunction problem". As mentioned, the 

disjunction problem is a result of the fact that too many things cause tokenings of 

a given mental symbol. More precisely, it is a consequence of the fact that a 

symbol is sometimes tokened in response to objects outside its putative extension. 

So, an agent may token HORSE in response to (not just horses but also) muddy 

zebras, cows at a distance, etc. The question here is why the latter tokenings of 

HORSE count as mistakes, rather than as causal links which help determine the 

meaning of the mental symbol. By contrast, the problem introduced above is that 

sometimes too few things cause tokenings of a given mental symbol. In the above 

case, only half the members of the class of Uons would cause tokenings of LION. 

It follows that accounts developed to combat the disjunction problem ~ to 

rule out certain causal links, to count certain tokenings of a symbol as mistakes ~ 

have no obvious application here. For example, the point of appealing to 

asymmetric dependence is to show that links between LION and non-lions do not 

affect the extension of the symbol. They do not because (allegedly) they depend 

metaphysically on the link between LION and lions.^ But the issue here is not 

^ More carefully, the causal link between LION and non-lions must be metaphysically dependent 
on the link between LION and lions, and not vice-versa. 
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excluding causal links between LION and non-Uons. In fact, I assumed at the 

beginning of the section that there are none. The issue is explaining how LION 

can mean lion even though there is no reliable causal link between the two. The 

asymmetric dependence account just mentioned presupposes that there is a causal 

link between LION and lions, and so is no help here. Similar considerations 

apply to accounts which seeks to explain false tokenings by appealing to what it is 

a symbol's function to indicate (Dretske 1989). In this case, since tokenings of 

LION do not indicate the presence of a lion simpliciter, they cannot have the 

function of indicating this (but see below). 

Of course, one might try to appeal to learning conditions. One might 

claim that tokenings of LION carried only the more general information "x is a lion" 

during the period in which I was learning this concept. But, on some ways of 

filling out the example, this will just not be true. Even my original exposure to 

lions might have been limited to lions with manes, if they are all that I happened 

to see on zoo visits, in pictures, etc. Of course, in such a case, it is still possible to 

acquire a structure which is sensitive to the more general information "x is a Uon."^ 

But that is not what has happened here. By hypothesis, tokenings of LION 

subsequent to the learning period are sensitive to only the presence of a lion with 

a mane (to the more specific information "x is a lion with a mane"). It is simply 

not the case that the agent acquired an internal structure whose activation is 

^ See Dretske 1981, pps.195-196. 
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differentially sensitive to the more general information "x is a lion/' 

It is worth noting that the case I have described is not an instance of what 

Peter Godfrey-Smith calls the "horizontal problem" for causal/informational 

accounts (Godfrey-Smith 1989). The horizontal problem concerns whether the 

referent of a symbol S should be some distal stimulus, or rather (or in addition) 

some more proximal condition with which S also covaries. So, for example, 

tokenings of FIRE in my detection box may indicate the presence of a fire, but 

may also indicate a certain pattern of retinal stimulation (e.g. the pattern 

corresponding to flickering flames). Since, absent other ways of recognizing fires, 

this retinal pattern will always precede tokenings of FIRE, part of what tokenings 

of FIRE indicate is the presence of this pattern. Cases of this sort raise a 

separate problem as regards the possibility of misrepresentation. Sometimes an 

internal state which intuitively seems to be misrepresenting the presence of a distal 

stimulus D instead counts, on indicator accounts, as correctly representing the 

presence of some more proximal condition P (where P is normally correlated with 

S). Dretske's example of magnetesomes in bacteria which incorrectly represent 

the direction of ojq^gen-free water and/or correctly represent the direction of 

magnetic north are a case in point.^ 

Obviously, the problem introduced above is not a concern about how far 

"out" along the proximal-distal spectrum to go in determining the meaning of a 

' See Dretske 1986. 
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symbol. I am not claiming that tokenings of LION in the example above indicate 

the presence of a particular sort of proximal stimulus, such as a "lion-like" 

perceptual appearance. Rather, I am granting that LION signifies something 

which (in Godfrey-Smith's terminology) is the proper "distance" from the cognitive 

system. I am granting that LION signifies a class of objects in the environment, 

and in fact something which constitutes a natural kind ~ viz., adult male lions. It 

just signifies the wrong natural kind, or rather one which is too restricted. 

There is a similarity between "horizontal" cases and mine, which results 

from the fact that, in my case, the agent relies on a limited range of perceptual 

cues to identify LIONs. As with the horizontal problem, then, we might try to 

find a way to "disconnect" tokenings of LION from this one set of stimuli. That 

is, we might try to find other observable conditions (correlated with male and 

female lions) which would prompt tokenings of LION.® One problem with this 

suggestion is that, intuitively, the agent need not be aware of any such 

circumstances ~ that is, need not be aware of any such circumstances in order to 

qualify as having the concept lion. Certainly, I need not believe that (e.g.) dust 

rising up from the savannah is a reliable sign of lions in the distance, in order to 

qualify as possessing the concept lion.' 

® See Dretske 1986, pps. 168-171, and Fodor 1991, pps. 109-110. 

^ Of course, if I did believe something like this, I would be wrong. And, I submit, I could have this 
false belief also whfle still possessing the concept lion. In fact, if I didn't have the concept lion, it's not 
clear what the content of this belief is. 
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In fact, it is not clear that there are any circumstances correlated with 

female lions in which I am guaranteed to token LION. Perhaps, if there were 

some female lions lounging in the area of the zoo marked "Lions", I would be 

likely to think they were LIONs.^° The problem is, if (through some sort of error) 

there were cougars lounging in that area of the zoo, I would be just as lik y to 

token LION in response to them. Attempts to rescue indicator accounts by 

appealing to these sorts of circumstances must distinguish, in non-intentional 

terms, between correct tokenings of LION and mistakes ~ and they must do so 

without appealing to any preexisting causal connection between LION and lions, 

which of course is what is trying to be established. 

Evea here, though, I might instead just believe that zoo personnel had made a mistake, had put 
some other animals in with the lions. 
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23. Recognition and Ideoiectical Variation 

Thus far, I have focused on the possibility that an agent might be mistaken 

about the physical appearance of members of a natural kind, and the difficulties 

raised by this possibility for indicator semantics. I now want to point out other 

types of mistaken beliefe which will lead to the same sort of Jifficulties. The 

following is one example. Imagine an agent who appears to possess a number of 

beliefs about mammals. Suppose, that is, that we have good reason to attribute to 

an agent a number of correct beliefs about mammals — e.g., that mammals are 

warm-blooded, that mammals are vertebrates, and that included in this class are 

cats, horses, and humans. 

Of course, on a language of thought account, the beliefe just mentioned 

will correspond to sentences in the agent's mental language. The agent in this 

case will have sentences such as MAMMALS ARE WARM-BLOODED stored in 

his belief box. Notice that the presence of such a mental sentence requires that 

the agent possesses an atomic symbol which denotes mammals (see section II. 1). 

Now, on indicator accounts, what is required for an atomic symbol to denote 

mammals? Well, on such accounts, this symbol (e.g. MAMMAL) must appear in 

the detection box in response to any and all mammals. In Fodor's terminology: 

there must be some type of nomic correlation between the presence of a mammal 

in the agent's environment and the appearance of MAMMAL in his detection 
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box. 

I realize it is a bit odd to talk about a symbol like MAMMAL regularly 

appearing in the detection box. Judgments about what one sees usually do not 

involve categories as general as "mammal," do not involve so-called superordinate 

categories (Rosch, et. al., 1976). Judgments about what type of animal is present 

in one's environment are usually more specific; one usually forms judgments such 

as "that's a horse" or "that's a dog", not "that's a mammal". But there may 

nevertheless be certain circumstances under which I would identify animals in 

terms of these more general categories. (These would be circumstances in which I 

was, as behaviorists like to say, properly motivated.) I will suppose it is the 

behavior of the symbol MAMMAL in such circumstances that causal theorists will 

point to. 

Note that I will set up the problem here by talking as if the agent in this 

case actually does possess beliefs about mammals ~ although this ultimately 

proves to be impossible given an indicator semantics. So, for the moment, we say 

that the agent believes about mammals that they are warm-blooded, are 

vertebrates, etc. Unfortunately, the agent's knowledge about this kind is limited 

in an important way. In this case, the agent fails to realize (as some people 

actually do) that dolphins and whales are mammals. So far as he is aware, whales 

and dolphins are (pretty imusual) species of fish. 

As I say, this misconception really does occur. And its occurrence is a 
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problem for indicator theories. The agent here simply does not believe that 

whales are MAMMALs. This means, of course, that the sight of a whale will not 

prompt MAMMAL to appear in his detection box. Even if the agent were 

disposed to identify the animals he encountered in terms of categories like 

"MAMMAL", "REPTILE", etc., he would not get whales and dolphins right. And. 

of course, this will have consequences for the meaning of the symbol MAMMAL. 

This symbol denotes just the type of animal that prompts it to appear in the 

agent's detection box. Here, MAMMAL only appears in the detection box in 

response to various land-based mammals (cows, horses, squirrels, etc.). And so, 

:his word in the agent's mental language will only refer to land-based mammals. 

Aquatic mammals will simply not be part of this term's extension. Of course, 

limiting the extension of MAMMAL in this way will have the sorts of odd 

consequences mentioned above. Notice, for example, that the agent's original 

belief that whales and dolphins are not MAMMALs turns out to be true (see the 

reasoning given above). 

To close this section, I would like to show briefly how indicator theories 

are, in a restricted range of cases, susceptible to many of the same criticisms as 

conceptual role accounts. One similarity is that indicator theories do not allow 

for the possibility of false beliefs that seem intuitively to be quite possible. For 

example, indicator accounts seem to rule out the possibility that an agent could be 

mistaken about what members of a kind look like. Indicator accounts seem 
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vulnerable to another scenario familiar from discussions of CRS. Specifically: 

suppose that, unlike me, you would be perfectly capable of recognizing a female 

lion if confronted with one. And suppose you can recognize male lions as well. 

The symbol LION thus appears in your detection box in response to lions of 

either gender. Given an indicator semantics, it follows that LION in your mental 

language does denote both types of lions. As a result, the symbol LION means 

something different in your mental language than it does in mine — in your 

mental language, its extension is the complete set of lions. 

This difference between our mental languages will generate the following 

consequence. If / think that all LIONs have manes (have the belief which 

corresponds to the presence of ALL LIONS HAVE MANES in my belief box), 

and if you think that not all LIONS have manes (have the belief which 

corresponds to the presence of "ALL LIONS HAVE MANES in your belief 

box), we do not disagree. We do not disagree, again, because "LION" means 

something different in our respective mental languages. In short, causal accounts 

will sometimes relativize the meanings of mental symbols to ideolects, in such a 

way that certain disagreement between agents becomes impossible. 

Of course, conceptual role accounts are alleged to entail that every 

apparent disagreement between agents actually reflects a difference in the 

meanings of the relevant symbols. And one might reason as follows: indicator 

accounts do not appear to have the more pervasive problem with ideolectical 
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variation that afflicts CRS. And it may be desirable for a content theory to allow 

some variation, since perhaps agents sometimes just do possess different concepts. 

So what's the problem here? 

The problem is this. In the majority of cases, indicator accounts block 

ideolectical variation; they dictate that agents possess mental symbols with the 

same meanings. In fact, it is common to defend indicator accounts on just these 

grounds - that they assign the same meaning to symbols in different mental 

languages, and thus permit genuine disagreement (Fodor and Lepore, 1992, pps. 

11-12). For a dramatic example, imagine that I believe lions are actually 

automata, placed in the wild by an evil designer to terrorize gazelles. And 

suppose that you have more standard views about lions (that they are biological 

organisms, etc.). Presumably, a theory of mental representation should dictate 

that you and I disagree about lions in this case. And indicator accounts can 

accommodate this intuition. According to indicator accounts, so 'ong as we token 

LION in response to the same things -- that is, lions ~ it will have the same 

meaning. So long as LION appears in an agent's detection box in response to 

lions, it will denote this class of animal. The agent could then otherwise possess 

as crazy a set of beliefe as you like about these animals without it affecting the 

extension of the mental symbol. And so, you and I will both count as having 

beliefs about lions in the above case, and will therefore disagree about them. 

Indicator accounts thus entail no ideolectical variation so long as agents 
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token the relevant mental symbol in response to the same set of objects. Here, 

then, is the problem. Suppose you think that certain cases of apparent 

disagreement are really cases where two agents are simply working with different 

concepts. If so, you might feel that our disagreement about whether LIONs have 

manes is one of these cases -- a case in which you and I simply have a different 

concept of LIONs. And so, the fact that indicator accounts make this claim will 

not be a problem for you. But what presumably will be a problem is the fact that 

this kind of disagreement is the only kind which produces a difference in Jiental 

meaning. On indicator accounts, ideolectical variation occurs only when agents 

disagree about the physical appearance of members of a kind, because this will 

lead them to token the relevant mental symbol in response to different objects. 

But surely it is implausible to permit ideolectical variation, but to claim it results 

only when agents disagree about what members of a kind look like, and not when 

they disagree about any of its other properties. Recall the diverging set of beliefs 

in the previous paragraph. On indicator accounts, if I believe that lions are 

robots, and you believe that they are Uving organisms, this difference is not 

sufficient to make LION mean something different in our respective mental 

languages." Fair enough -- yet if I believe that all lions have manes, and you do 

not, that is sufficient to make LION mean something different? I find this 

division between the content-changing and non-content-changing differences to be 

" So loQg as we would identify the same things as LIONs. 
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arbitrary and counterintuitive. Perhaps it is proper for a theory of mental content 

to permit some ideolectical variation. But there is no plausible way to permit 

such variation without also allowing a range of differences that indicator accounts 

wish to deny. 
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2.4. Recognition and Unobservables 

The main contention of this chapter is that indicator theories of meaning 

make beliefs about observable features of objects ~ beliefs which seem to be 

contingent and possibly false ~ self-verifying. This consequence is especially clear 

when considering the one serious attempt to use indicator theories to explain the 

semantics of terms which denote unobservable entities (i.e., theoretical terms). 

This attempt, due to Fodor (1987), begins with a simple version of indicator 

semantics, according to which a symbol S denotes a kind A just in case "ail and 

only A's" cause tokenings of S. Fodor quickly notes that one part of this meaning 

condition ~ the requirement that all As cause tokenings of S ~ will not be 

satisfied for (mental) symbols which denote unobservables.^' E.g., it obviously 

not the case that all protons ~ or even veiy many protons — prompt tokenings of 

PROTON in anyone's detection box. Since protons are far too small to see or 

touch, they normally go undetected; their presence rarely prompts one to think 

that one is present. Protons are in close proximity every moment of our lives, 

but we spend very few of those moments tokening PROTON. 

In light of this point, Fodor modifies the theory. Instead of requiring that 

all As cause tokenings of S, he requires only that As cause tokenings of S in some 

restricted set of circumstances. For terms which denote unobservables, the special 

The requirement that only As cause tokenings of S introduces the problem of error. 
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circumstances to which Fodor appeals are experimental settings. As he notes: "it 

turns out it is possible to construct environments in which instantiations of 

'proton' do have characteristic psychophysical consequences. These are called 

'experimental' environments." So, the presence of a proton does trigger 

characteristic observable effects in experimental settings (e.g., leave traces in cloud 

chambers), and we can infer that a proton is present on the basis of those 

observable effects. Roughly, protons reliably cause PROTON tokenings in 

experimental circumstances because protons reliably cause certain observable 

traces in those circumstances, and those traces in turn reliably cause tokenings of 

PROTON. 

The difficulty faced by this account of theoretical terms should be clear 

from the previous discussion. On the account just described, tokenings of 

PROTON in experimental settings fix the content this mental symbol. And, of 

course, these tokenings are guided by the agent's beliefs about what observable 

traces that protons leave -- i.e., he infers the presence of a proton from these 

traces. So, if the agent (call him Bas) happens to be mistaken about the 

experimental conditions which indicate the presence of a proton ~ e.g., if he 

thinks it is a light on meter X, when it is really a light on meter Y ~ then he 

won't correctly token PROTON in response to protons. But then PROTON 

won't mean 'proton'. Instead, it will denote whatever condition(s) do cause Bas 

to token PROTON, or whatever lies behind whatever observable conditions have 
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this effect. Furthermore, it appears that, if Bas simply has no idea how protons 

are detected in the laboratory, then (regardless of his other beliefs) he cannot 

possess the concept proton. This alone I find to be strongly counterintuitive. 

The natural case to worry about is this. Suppose a person has a large set 

of beliefs that, for all the world, look like true beliefe about protons. He believes 

that protons are subatomic particles that exist within the nucleus, that they have a 

positive charge, a very small mass, and so on. He may also have some beliefe 

about the role of protons in "macroscopic" phenomena. I think it is easy to 

imagine someone (putatively) knowing all these things about protons, but not 

knowing how they are detected in the laboratory. In fact, I think this is close to 

being the typical case. Students in high-school and even college chemistry courses 

are often not taught the techniques used to detect particles in a laboratory. Does 

it follow that none of these folks have the concept "proton"? Here, it does not 

seem that any beliefe about how to recognize (signs of) the relevant natural kind 

are necessary for possession of a mental symbol denoting it, much less possession 

of the correct beliefe. 
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2^. Conclusion 

I have argued that a causal or "indicator" semantics faces certain very basic 

difficulties in explaining a class of beliefs that common-sense psychology attributes 

to cognitive agents. An indicator semantics cannot make room for mistaken 

beliefe about the physical appearance of members of some natural kind (even 

beliefs which are mistaken in some limited way). In such cases, indicator theories 

require that we alter the propositional content of our beliefs in such a way as to 

make these beliefs about physical appearances true, even if this in turn falsifies 

any number of other beliefs we have about the kind. Finally, in a restricted range 

of cases, indicator theories have many of the same consequences has conceptual 

role theories. In such cases, causal theories do not allow for false belief, or 

disagreement among agents. An account in terms of "indicator" relations is 

supposed to provide the naturalistic basis for talk about intentional content. If so, 

the "naturalized" content that results differs in striking ways from the account of 

our beliefs and desires offered by common-sense psychology. 
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3.1. Unconscious Representation 

The topic of this chapter will be mental representation, as before. But now 

I will be concerned with content-bearing states or structures that are less familiar 

than those mentioned above. This means that I will no longer be discussing 

ordinary concepts such as "lion" and "house", nor the various prepositional 

attitudes one may form by employing them. Instead, I will be concerned with a 

class of representational states which are outside the scope of folk psychology. 

These states are postulated by psychologists to help explain cognitive processes 

which operate outside conscious awareness ~ processes such as vision and 

memory. For example, Marr (1982, see below) describes a class of 

representational states which are central to the early stages of visual processing 

(or so he claims). Note that such representational states seem to provide an 

additional explanandum for naturalistic theories of content. At first blush, at least, 

these states appear to possess meanings much like those that content theories 

have sought to naturalize. 

To give a sense of the kinds of representational states I am talking about. 
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let me say a few words about Marr's model. Man is concerned with the visual 

system's ability to correctly identify the three-dimensional shapes that it is 

presented with ~ a considerable feat, given that vision starts with just the pattern 

of light projected onto the retina. According to Marr, the first step in 

determining 3-D shape is to identify certain points of curvature on an object's 

surface. Shape-recognition begins with the attempt to locate an object's edges, 

and other points at which its surface curves towards or away from the viewer. 

What is most important about this process for current purposes is the following. 

According to Marr, when the visual system locates the relevant points of surface 

curvature, it activates structures which represent them (their size, location, 

orientation, etc). The guiding idea of Marr's model is that these early 

specifications of surface curvature are fed to further visual processes, which use 

them to infer the object's overall shape.^ 

We are, of course, not introspectively aware of the presence of structures 

which represent surface curvature. The tokening of these structures is part of 

what is sometimes called "unconscious" visual processing. These structures play a 

role in a stage of visual processing which occurs prior to formation of the image 

that we consciously experience. As mentioned, it is unconscious representational 

states of this sort that are my primary concern in this chapter, rather than folk-

' In general, these primitives pick out distal properties which would produce local shifts in 
brightness in the retinal image. 
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psychological states like belief. More precisely, I will focus on a particular 

subclass of these representational structures, instances of which are pervasive in 

models of unconscious mental processing. The structures I have in mind are 

instructions, or structures which guide certain actions and operations of a cognitive 

system. Instructions are cognitive structures which arguably possess a kind of 

imperative content That is, at least some instructions can and should be 

understood as representations of the actions or outputs they help to direct (I 

discuss this point further in section 3.2.) As such, instructions appear to be 

another explanandum for naturalistic theories of content. However, as I will 

argue, instructions pose a special problem for such theories. Simply put, the basic 

structure of some content theories leaves them unable to assign imperative 

structures the meanings that cognitive researchers do (and that intuition does). 

Let me be clear about the direction of my argument. I will argue that 

some content theories do not assign the correct meanings to (some) of the 

internal instructions that appear in computational cognitive models. My purpose 

in arguing for this conflict is not to cast doubt on the models, or the 

representations they postulate. In particular, I will not use this conflict to 

conclude that the contents attributed in computational models are merely 

metaphorical or derived. In fact, I think that the attribution of content in 

computational models (and connectionist models, for that matter) should be taken 

quite seriously. Below I briefly describe some reasons for treating these putative 
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internal representations as genuine. I indicate how pervasive semantic 

characterizations are in cognitive psychology, and show how robust the notion of 

representation involved is. I also very briefly review some longstanding arguments 

(mostly by philosophers) that psychological theorizing requires a representational 

or semantic level. 

Let me note up front, though, that a full defense of content attribution in 

psychological explanation, or of the possibility of unconscious representation, is 

beyond the scope of this paper. It is another dissertation in itself. So the key 

question is: what can content theories (indicator theories in particular) say about 

the imperative structures invoked in computational psychology? Can they assign 

such states the semantic values that cognitive researchers do? If not, can they 

their defenders provide non-ad hoc reasons for denying that these structures are 

genuinely representational (and so not really counterexamples)? I think the 

answer to both these questions is no. And although I will devote most of the 

chapter to establishing the first point, let me spend a few pages discussing the 

second. 

As mentioned, questions about the correct analysis of "representation," and 

the role this concept should play in psychological explanation, are complicated 

subjects that I will not fully address. I will however note that references to 

internal "representations," "descriptions," and the like are pervasive in the 

cognitive literature, occurring in theories in nearly every domain, including 
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language understanding, visual processing, concept representation, and motor 

control. And while some theorists go no farther than to use semantic language 

(such as "representation" and "description") in explicating their theories, others 

talk explicitly about representional primitives and compounds, rules of syntactic 

combination, and evidence for and against different representational schemes. An 

example of the latter sort of theorist is David Marr. Marr not only provides a 

computational model of visual shape-processing, he also engages in higher-order 

theorizing about such models. He argues that computational models must explain 

a cognitive process at three different "levels," one of which is the level of 

"representation and algorithm," and he sets out to illustrate each level in his 

theory. That theory claims that human vision arrives at a correct representation 

of a viewed object's 3-D shape by constructing a series of "sketches" of the object. 

These sketches are progressively more refined internal representations or 

descriptions (Marr uses both words repeatedly) of the viewed surface. Marr 

devotes much of his book to describing the information these sketches express, 

the representational primitives they use to express it, and the way these primitives 

can be combined. Here is overview of the model which appears early in the book: 

"The overall framework ... divides the derivation of shape information from [retinal] 
images into three representational stages: (1) the representation of properties of the two-
dimensional image, such as intensity changes ... a representation called the primal sketch 
... (2) the representation of properties of the visible surfaces in a viewer-centered 
coordinate system, such as surface orientation and distance from the viewer ... [a 
representation] called the 2112 dimensional sketch ... processes operate on the primal 
sketch to derive a representation of the geometry of the visible surfaces ... (3) an object-
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centered representation of the three-dimensional structure and of the organization of the 
viewed shape ... The final step consists of transforming the viewer-centered surface 
description into a representation of the three-dimensional shape and spatial arrangement 
of an object that does not depend upon the direction from which the object is being 
viewed (pps. 37-42)." 

Similarly, almost all recent models of visual object recognition postulate 

internal representations which are inaccessible to consciousness. Disagreements 

among these theories usually concern the precise semantics of the representations 

used to classify input ~ whether these internal "models" of object-types are 

perspectival or are viewpoint-independent, whether they depict points and vertices 

or larger object "parts", etc. Thus, some theorists argue that recognition proceeds 

by comparing a stimulus to internal representations which encode the subject's 

previous views of (instances of) the object-type. The model of Poggio and 

Edelman 1990, for example, "operates by comparing an incoming image ... against 

a template, a stcred representation of a specific view of an object (Hummel and 

Biedennan 1992, p. 481.)." In opposition. Hummel and Biederman survey 

experimental data which, they argue, estabhshes that recognition operates via: 

"the activation of a viewpoint invariant structural description specifying both the 
visual attributes of an object (edges, vertices, or parts) and the relations among them ... 
Successful shape classification requires explicit and independent representation of shape 
attributes and relations (p. 479)."-

As mentioned, psycholinguistic theories regularly postulate unconscious 

- For more about Biederman's theory, see chapter 4. 
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representations, such as the parse trees invoked in theories of language 

understanding. For an extended (if informal) discussion of the point, see Fodor 

1989, pps. 143-147. Yet another class of theories which stress the formal and 

semantic properties of representations are the various accounts of mental imagery. 

The imagery debate is explicitly a controversy over representational scheme — 

specifically, over which of two schemes is used when we perform such cognitive 

tasks as "rotating" and "scanning" a mental image. As Kosslyn 1992 notes, the 

controversy over mental imagery concerns "how the brain actually stores the 

relevant information. Two means of representation have been proposed for 

mental images ... depictive and propositional representations. These are different 

formats, different types of codes (p. 84)." Advocates of the first view, like Kosslyn, 

argue that "depictive representations underly the experience of 'having an image' 

(p. 87)," and point to a series of experiments whose results seem to "reflect 

cognitive processing of depictive representations (p. 92)." Their opponents deny 

that "a depictive representation ... occurs in the brain when we experience mental 

images (p. 87)." They explain the aforementioned experimental data by claiming 

that, "when asked to memorize the appearance of drawings .... people 

automatically and unconsciously construct ... propositional descriptions" which they 

later process (pps. 89-90). 

Many philosophers of psychology have argued that a representational level 

of some sort is essential to psychological explanation; many of these urge that 
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computational explanations in psychology be understood more or less literally. 

Perhaps the most strident defender of these views is Jerry Fodor. E.g., after 

defending the literal nature of references to parse trees in computational 

psycholinguistics, Fodor claims that "the computational account of mental 

processes would appear to be ineliminably committed to mental representations 

construed as structured objects, (p. 147, emphasis in text)" Pylyshyn (1984) argues 

in a similar vein that "implicit in nearly all the work done by cognitive 

psychologists ... [is] the notion that there is something special about certain 

systems that requires their description in terms of representations or 

representation-governed processes, (p. 33)" Note also that various philosophers 

advocating particular views about meaning have sought to make their accounts 

consistent Avith content attributions in computational psychology, some anxious to 

show that these attributions favor their particular theories. An example of the 

former is Block (1986), who endorses a version of the language of thought thesis 

he calls "representationalism." "The claim that we are symbol manipulators is ... 

empirical and contingent ... I make the representationalist assumption ... [because] 

the most promising line of research in cognitive science is massively committed to 

representationalism, and it seems to be paying off. (pps. 641-642)" An example of 

the latter is Burge in Individualism and Psychology, where he argues that content 

attributions in Marr's theory are (what else) anti-individualistic. Theorizing about 

content theories, Cummins claims that one of the two "most fundamental 
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substantive constraints on a philosophical theory of mental representation ... [is 

that] the theory should underwrite the explanatory appeals that cognitive theory 

makes to mental representation. (Cummins 1996, p. 2)" 

I will just briefly mention two argiimenis for the claim that a 

representational level is essential to ps\'chologicaI explanation. One argument is 

closely related to the longstanding claim that psychological properties ~ i.e., the 

properties mentioned in psychological generalizations ~ cannot be reduced to the 

categories of a more basic physical science like neuroanatomy (Putnam 1968, 

Fodor 1975) . This latter point is in turn usually defended by appealing to the 

multiple realizability of these properties ~ to the indefinite number of physical 

states that could, and perhaps even that do, possess them. The relevant version of 

the non-reducibility argument concludes that psychological generalizations over 

representational states cannot be reduced to generalizations over physical states, or 

even non-semantic functional states. Pylsyshyn emphasizes this point repeatedly — 

"Wien we have principles of operation that cannot be stated within a certain 

vocabulary -- but that can be captured in another, more abstract, vocabulary to 

which the terms of the first stand in a multiple-realization relation ~ we have a 

prima facie case for the existence of an independent level of description. That is 

exactly the situation we find ourselves in with regard to regularities expressible in 

semantic terms."^ A second argument is an extension of Fodor's "only game in 

' Pylyshyn 1984, p. 33. 
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town" defense of orthodox computationalism. The "only game in town" premise is 

that computational explanations of psychological processes should be taken 

seriously because there just are no other explanations of these phenomena. As 

Fodor puts it, "the cost of not having a Language of Thought is not having a 

theory of thinking." The additional premise here is that references to mental 

representations, understood as having syntactic structure, cannot be "translated 

out" of computational explanations, because this syntax is essential to explaining 

the operations over them ~ in essence, the argument is that syntactic objects are 

needed to preserve the computational account of mental processes. (See Fodor 

1989, pps. 145-147). 

The preceding paragraphs mentioned some reasons for treating the 

representations invoked in computational psychology as genuine (if the models are 

correct). A reason sometimes given for rejecting such representations is the fact 

much of the processing modeled by computational systems is "sub-doxastic". Just 

what makes a psychological state "sub-doxastic" — just what makes it different 

from the mental states recognized by common-sense psychology ~ is a matter of 

some controversy (see Davies 1995a). But the difference that bothers many 

people is that such states, and the operations over them, are unconscious. E.g., 

representational primitives in early vision are activated milliseconds prior to the 

production of the visual percept that we consciously experience. Now, some 

object to the very idea of an unconscious mental state. More precisely, they 
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object to the idea of a mental state that cannot in principle become conscious (see 

Searle 1990). 

The best-known argument against unconscious representations comes from 

Searle. The point I wish to emphasize here is that, whatever the merits of 

Searle's argument, one cannot appeal to it to defend (certain) naturalistic content 

theories. This because Searle's argument depends on a claim about mental 

representation which itself rules out such theories. More precisely, one of the 

argument's explicit premises would (if correct) show certain naturalistic content 

theories to be wrong or inadequate. I have in mind Searle's claim that all states 

with intentional content possess "aspectual shapes." The notion of aspectual shape 

is very similar to the notion of "senseas contrasted with reference or denotation. 

When Searle claims that thoughts possess "aspectual shape", he means that 

thoughts represent objects only under some particular "mode of presentation". 

Searle describes this phenomenon by sajdng that our thoughts about an object 

focus on only certain of its aspects. E.g., if I believe the Morning Star is bright, I 

am thinking about Venus under one of its "aspects"; if I believe the Evening Star 

is bright, I am thinking about it under another of its aspects/ Crucial to Searle's 

argument is the claim that the feature of beliefs and desires just mentioned ~ that 

objects are represented under some "mode of presentation" — must be 

"* Under the heading of "aspectual shape," Searle actually lumps together both traditional Fregean 
senses and so-called de re senses (roughly, the perceptual appearance of an object). 
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must depict objects in a certain way, must associate a particular "sense" with them. 

I am not interested in assessing the general plausibility of this claim. All 

that is important for my purposes is that Searle claims that mental representation 

always involves "aspectual shape", and that this claim is essential for his argument. 

This is the feature of representational states that Searle thinks requires them to be 

accessible to consciousness. This because, for Searle, the fact that one thinks of a 

heavenly body under the aspect "the Evening Star" rather than "Venus" somehow 

reduces to a fact about the agent's conscious awareness while entertaining the 

belief. The important point here is that "aspectual shapes" in this sense ~ the 

sense Searle needs to link them to consciousness — are simply inconsistent with 

several naturalistic content theories ~ at a minimum, indicator semantics and 

proper function accounts. Put crudely, such accounts entail that symbols in the 

language of thought have only denotations-, they propose a strictly extensional 

semantics. Granted, Fodor did at one time defend the existence of "narrow" 

contents, but by this he meant only functions which map symbols onto contents in 

various contexts, and not a "mode of presentation" bound up with conscious 

awareness. Similarly, Millkan assodates a "Fregean sense" with intentional icons, 

but by this she means only the correspondence rule which maps intentional icons 

onto external conditions, a rule fixed by evolutionary history, not by the character 

of conscious experience. (For more on Millikan's theory, see chapter 4.) 
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The deeper point, of course, is that these theories advocate a naturalistic 

basis for meaning which is as likely to be satisfied by certain unconscious states as 

by conscious ones. Millikan certainly accepts this point — she attributes meanings 

to physical events as diverse (and thoroughly unconscious) as bee dances and 

adrenaline surges. As for Fodor's account, there is no reason to think that only 

conscious states possess causal antecedents related by assymetric dependence. 

And, of course, Dretske's requirement that meaningful states possesses a learned 

(read conditioned) influence over a bodily movement does not entail that such 

states are conscious ~ for that matter, it does not require that the organism whose 

internal states are so conditioned even be capable of consciousness. In short, the 

above theories cannot evade difficulties raised by "sub-doxastic" processing by 

refusing to count such processing as involving genuine representation, since such 

theories themselves allows for this type of representation. 
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3^. Instructions: Forward-Looking Content 

For the remainder of the chapter, the topic will be instructions in cognitive 

processing ~ more precisely, the problems that they present naturalistic content 

theories. As I am using the term, an "instruction" is a cognitive structure which 

represents and, when the system is functioning properly, helps direct a certain 

behavioral output. (Though I prefer the term "instruction," it is common in the 

motor control literature to refer to these structures as "plans" and "programs", see 

below.) Instructions so understood are widely invoked in computational 

explanations of human behaviors, including explanations of what we might call 

"pure" motor activities ~ rotating one's eyes, walking, moving one's arm through a 

certain trajectory, etc. Instructions are also invoked to help explain bodily 

movements which satisfy more abstract behavioral descriptions, e.g., the uttering 

of a sentence with a certain syntactic form. 

As depicted in the literature on motor control, internal instructions or 

plans have the following properties. They are (a) representational, i.e., specifying 

bodily movements in terms of trajectories, joint angles, and the like, and (b) 

declarative, i.e., stored data structures which are distinct from the afferent signals 

which prompt executions of the plan. Feature (b) is especially important and is 

discussed below. Feature (a) is evident in the following two passages from 

Wright: 
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"A plan for a movement sequence ... [is] a centralized, cognitive entity with an 
independent existence ... We must distinguish a [conscious] intention to make a 
movement sequence, couched in term of abstract, high-level goals, from a plan that is 
sufficient^ detailed to control the neuromuscular system during the performance of that 
sequence — eventually directing muscles to contract... For example, a plan for typing a 
sequence of keys on a keyboard ... would presumably include motoric details about which 
fingers to use, which way they should move, and in what order their movements should be 
initiated ... In some cases — for instance, playing a musical instrument — the precise 
timing of successive submovements may be important... in this case a movement plan 
would need to be [especially] specific ... (pps. 286-289)" 

Of course, cognitive theorists do not just assume that a motor program is at 

work in guiding a given behavior. Much of the research in motor control is 

concerned with determining whether a given activity is guided by a program or is 

guided entirely by stimuli (where "stimuli" may include feedback from prior 

actions, as in the "response chaining" behaviors postulated by behaviorists). After 

surveying experimental results on both speech and typing tests, Wright emphasizes 

data which shows that 

"a characteristic of the whole sequence [of words or key-pressings] influences the 
execution of each of its elements , precisely the type of evidence that suggests that a 
representation of the whole sequence ~ a motor program ~ exists before the sequence 
begins and is used to control the production of the sequence, (p. 305)" 

As mentioned, it is crucial to distinguish an instruction to perform a 

movement, understood as stored data structure, from the afferent signal which 

prompts its execution. If motor theorists talked only about the latter, it would be 

less clear whether the structures they invoke are explicitly representational. But 
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at times, at least, motor theorists are clearly positing declarative structures. 

Consider the following summary of a model of language production due to 

Sternberg, which is meant to capture performance on both speech and (keyboard) 

typing taskes. According to this model: 

"The speaker or typist constructs a program, made of subprograms, specifying the 
elements of the utterance to be spoken or the string to be typed and the sequence of 
those elements ... When the go signal is detected, the initial um't or subprogram is 
retrieved and then a command process initiates activity, ultimately resulting in the pattern 
of activity that is appropriate to generate the element specified by the program. For 
speech, this would be vocal activity; for typewriting, this would be hand and finger activity. 
The cycle of retrieval followed by command stages repeats until every element in the 
sequence has been executed. (Wright, p. 305)" 

Here is another example of the postulation of "plans" in motor control. 

Human speech production, several theorists argue,^ is a multi-step process which 

involves the construction of both (i) a representation of the syntactic form of the 

forthcoming sentence, and (ii) a representation of its phonological structure, 

where (ii) is generated from (i). The process of constructing the phonological 

representation from the syntactic one is called phonological encoding. Levelt, for 

one, claims explicitly that this phonologic representation directly controls 

articulation of the uttered sentence. Thus: 

"The result of phonological encoding is a phonetic or articulatory plan. It is not yet 
overt [that is, out-loud] speech. [Rather] it is an internal representation of how the 
planned utterance should be articulated ~ a program for articulation ... Articulation is the 
execution of the phonetic plan by the musculature of the respiratory, the laryngeal, and 

^ See Garrett (1990) and Levelt (1989). 
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the supralaryngeal systems" (Levelt 1989, p.l3). 

The previous paragraphs emphasized the role that instructions play in 

directing motor activities, thought of either as "pure" motor activities or more 

abstractly ~ e.g., movements of the limbs or the laiynx. But note that instructions 

are invoked in explanations of other sorts of cognitive processes as well. At times, 

they are invoked to help explain processes which are primarily perceptual or 

developmental, e.g., sentence-parsing and concept-acquisition. Computational 

models of these processes sometimes appeal to explicit rule-following, including 

guidance by control structures called "situation-action" pairs. The latter are 

essentially conditional statements whose antecedent specifies some input condition 

and whose consequent specifies the action(s) to be performed when this condition 

is satisfied. Thus, the content of the consequent of a situation-action pair is a 

description of a cognitive operation yet to be performed. It is important to note 

that these "action" clauses are often not executed immediately upon satisfaction of 

the antecedent; often, they are often placed in a queue of waiting instructions. 

For this reason, among others, they are modeled as separate data structures, not 

as mere dispositions to perform the relevant activity. 

I think that action-guiding structures of both sorts are simply inexplicable 

on some prominent content theories, at least under certain circumstances. Under 

these circumstances, the relevant theories simply cannot assign imperative 

meanings to internal states. The issue I will focus on in this chapter is the conflict 
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between instructions and causal or indicator semantics. At the end, I will briefly 

extend the point to cover conceptual role theories.*^ For purposes of this 

discussion, I will again assume that some electrochemical states of our brains can 

be viewed as mental symbols. And I will again assume that our cognitive 

architecture includes a "detection box." 

The difficulty that action-guiding representations raise for indicator 

theories is pretty straightforward. Indicator accounts, as commonly formulated, 

are "backwards-looking" theories of meaning. On such accounts, a symbol's 

meaning is a function of which conditions regularly precede, and help cause, its 

tokening. Obviously, such an account of meaning is not appropriate for 

instructions, at least on its face. Internal instructions represent events ~ muscular 

contractions, etc. ~ which occur after (and as a result of) their tokenings. An 

instruction specifies (in part) the type of action that it helps to cause, not the type 

of action, etc. that causes it. If you like, instructions have "forward-looking" 

contents. 

Let me run through this objection a bit more carefully. Recall that, on 

indicator accounts, an internal state (S) acquires a semantic value only if it 

indicates something about the containing organism's environment. Now, such 

indicator properties are usually the product of a causal link between S and the 

^ This latter criticism will be similar to standard concerns about the oversensitivity of conceptual 
role theories to holism. 
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condition it indicates. Recall the neural firings in female crickets which are 

triggered by the chirping of a male. Why do such firings indicate that a male 

recently chirped? Because it is such chirping which is typically responsible for ~ 

which typically causes — such firings. Now, my concern here is the direction of the 

causal link just mentioned. The neural firings just discussed indicate the presence 

of their controlling stimulus ~ viz., the chirping of a male cricket. That is, they 

indicate the presence of that (environmental) condition which their typical or 

exclusive cause. And this is true of most internal indicators discussed in the 

literature. Such structures are nearly always indicators of the external condition(s) 

which prompt their activation. Of course, indicator semantics is essentially the 

view that all meaning derive from indicator contents. And so, on indicator 

accounts, what internal states signify (as well as indicate) is some subset of their 

regular causal antecedents. 

This schema should seem ^miliar given the account of meaning outlined in 

chapter 1. On the view discussed there, mental symbols denote just those things 

that cause them to be tokened in detection circumstances. E.g., the extension of 

LION is determined by just which animals cause it to appear in the detection box. 

More precisely, depending on which version of indicator semantics is at issue, the 

content of a symbol S will be either (i) one or more properties instances of which 

cause tokenings of S in detection (Fodor), or (ii) information carried by those 

incoming signals which prompt S (Dretske). But both accounts derive mezining 
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exclusively from causal antecedents (see section 3.5). 

It is worth noting that, in addition to indicator accounts, the theory of 

narrow content proposed by Michael Devitt is backward-looking in the sense just 

elaborated. Devitt's account also takes the meaning of a symbol to be determined 

by its behavior in detection circumstances. Roughly speaking, Devitt assigns a 

narrow meaning to a mental symbol (e.g. HORSE) based on the kind of 

perceptual appearance that prompts its tokening.' A symbol's narrow content thus 

reflects the kind of proximal stimulus which causes it to be tokened. (This move 

allows Devitt to count individualistic "twins" as identical for the purposes of 

psychological explanation.) Thus, both indicator theorists and Devitt take a 

symbol's meaning to be a function of its controlling stimulus ~ the distal stimulus 

in the case of indicator theories, the proximal stimulus in the case of Devitt. 

What unites the two views is the idea that a structure's meaning is determined by 

factors "upstream" in cognitive processing. 

The crucial fact about instructions, on the other hand, is that they have a 

"forward-looking" content. An instruction specifies an action that has not been 

performed yet — an action that will issue in part from the instruction itself. Note 

^ Devitt explains the "narrow" meaning of a mental symbol as follows. Consider the causal link 
that exists between, e.g., horses in my environment and the appearance of HORSE in my detection box. 
Subtract out the part of this link that occurs "outside the head". That is, ignore the role played by a horse, 
twin-horse, or whatever, in producing "horse-like" stimulL Look only at the link between tokenings of 
HORSE (in my detection box) and the presence of a certain kind of visual stimulus — the presence of a 
"horsey" look. The link between a certain type of visual stimulus and appearances of HORSE is (part of) 
this symbol's narrow meaning. In essence, a symbol's narrow meaning is determined by its functional role, 
which includes the tendency to be produced in response to a certain type of stimulus. 
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also that the content of an instruction seems unaffected by its causal antecedents, 

i.e., by the circumstances which lead to its tokening. All sorts of things could be 

sufficient for the issuance of a given instruction, depending on what rules the 

system is following. 

There is one point that must be emphasized here. Certainly, it is possible 

to explain the content of internal instructions within the framework of indicator 

semantics, provided that certain conditions are satisfied. Here is how such an 

explanation would go. First, we identify the symbol string, etc. which (in the 

context of the instruction) specifies the physical or cognitive action to be 

performed. Then, we claim that the very same symbol string appears in other 

contexts as an indicator of the relevant action. In other words, given a symbol S 

which both represents and directs the occurrence of some action A, claim that 

there are appearances of S in other contexts which count as the system detecting 

the occurrence of A. Note that making such a claim about command structures 

would not be a strictly ad hoc move by indicator theorists. It would merely 

require that the symbols which appear in instructions have the same flexibility as 

other elements of the LOT. We might characterize the move here as the claim 

that the relevant symbols appear at times in an "instruction box" and at other 

times in the "detection box." Of course, indicator accounts requires that every 

action-guiding representation satisfy this description ~ they require that all 

structures which specify physical or cognitive actions be "multi-purpose" in this 
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way. 

Obviously, the second part of the indicator explanation here is that the 

relevant symbols acquire their contents -- come to represent some bodily 

movement or cognitive operation ~ from those occasions on which they serve 

their indicator function. It is worth noting that Fodor provides a two-part 

argument of just this form in "Theory of Content II". Fodor makes the pedestrian 

observation that English noims — his particular example is "slab" — appear in both 

imperative utterances ( "Bring me a slab') and in indicative claims about what is 

currently present ("There is a slab"). He then makes the more interesting claim 

that this English word ~ or at least its Mentalese equivalent ~ acquires its 

meaning from its occurrence in judgments of the first sort. 

In short, even if a cognitive structure S represents an (physical or cognitive) 

action A, and S sometimes appears in instructions, it does not follow that S is 

inexplicable on indicator accounts. To show that a particular instance of 

imperative meaning is inconsistent with indicator semantics, the following must be 

established. One must show that the cognitive cause of A and the cognitive 

indicator of A are neurally and functionally distinct ~ so that a single, "multi

purpose" cognitive structure cannot be appealed to. As a special case of this, one 

might show that agents simply lack an internal indicator for the relevant operation 

or movement. The idea here is that agents are simply unable to detect instances 

of the relevant cognitive operation or bodily movement, though they are able to 
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perform this movement or operation. In the next two sections I give examples of 

each sort of case. In section 3.3, I describe a case in which human cognitive 

processes appear not to employ this kind of "multi-purpose" cognitive structure in 

detecting and directing a particular action. In section 3.4, I briefly discuss a 

computational model of a cognitive process in which the system can perform, but 

cannot detect, instances of a certain cognitive operation. 
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I will now discuss a particular action-guiding representation, one which 

plays a role in a longstanding explanation in modem mentalist psychology. I 

present this example in part to address the objection discussed above, viz.. the 

possibility that any given action representation could have acquired its meaning in 

detection contexts. My argument requires that there be at least some structures 

which represent physical or cognitive actions in the context of instructions which 

do not also serve as indicators of that action elsewhere in cognitive processing. 

I.e., I need to show that not all instructions involve prototypical LOT symbols, 

symbols which could equally well appear in the "instruction box" or the "detection 

box". Now, while the case I will describe does not decisively eliminate the 

possibility that this kind of multi-purpose cognitive structure is at work, it very 

suggestive. In particular, in the case to be described, the "signals" which indicate a 

certain movement has occurred and the structures which prompt this movement 

are both neurally and functionally distinct. 

The following is also an example of an instruction whose role in processing 

goes beyond directing the execution of a physical or cognitive action. This 

structure plays additional roles in inference-like cognitive processes, a fact which 

more clearly establishes its status as a genuine representation. Note also that the 

case below helps to demonstrate the pervasiveness of instructions in cognitive 
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processing. The structures I will be talking about play a role in the mechanism via 

which the visual system detects motion. Thus, these structures play a role in one 

aspect of perceptual or ir^ut processing. This helps to show that the role 

instructions play in directing motor activity cannot be sectioned off in any 

straightforward way from other parts of cognitive research. 

The discovery that instructions (in particular, instructions to move the eyes) 

play a role in the perception of movement is due to Helmholtz (see Gregory 

(1970)). Helmholtz was trying to explain why, in certain cases, subjects see 

movement despite the absence of any change to the retinal stimulus. Typically, of 

course, the impression of movement results from changes in the retinal image. 

The movement of some distal object ~ a rutming dog, a moving car ~ produces 

systematic changes in the array of light striking the retina, and the visual system 

correctly interprets these changes as indicative of motion. 

But, of course, we sometimes perceive motion absent any change to the 

retinal image. This occurs, most famously, when a subject rotates her eyes to 

follow or track a moving object. In such cases, the object is projected onto the 

same area of the retina from moment to moment ~ its place in the retinal image 

does not change. The subject nevertheless sees it as moving. Of course, in the 

above case, there is typically still some change in the retinal image. Though the 

projection of the moving object remains constant, the rest of the visual scene (e.g. 

the background) typically changes. One might think, then, that the perception of 
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movement here is due to the contrast between one area of constancy (the tracked 

object) and systematic changes elsewhere in the image. This would be a mistake. 

As it turns out, the impression of movement remains even when subjects track an 

object that is moving against an unchanging background. For example, subjects 

see movement in cases where they are tracking a point of light across a black 

screen (Gregory, p. 101). In such cases, subjects perceive movement despite the 

fact that — because the background is constant and their eyes shift in phase with 

the distal stimulus — the entire retinal image remains fairly constant from one 

moment to the next. 

Thus, systematic changes in the retinal image are not required to create the 

impression of motion. It is worth noting that such changes are not sufficient to 

create the impression of motion, either. E.g., there is a systematic change in the 

retinal image every time you move your eyes (except for the case mentioned in the 

last paragraph). Obviously, though, rotating one's eyes does not normally create 

the impression that the viewed scene itself is moving. Rotating one's eyes does 

not result in the impression that the world is spinning, in the direction opposite 

that of the eyes's movement. 

Helmholtz (and others) wanted to explain this set of phenomena - in 

particular, why the link between retinal change and the impression of motion 

holds in some cases and not others. They wanted to explain why subjects do see 

motion when the eyes follow a moving object (even though the retinal image does 
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not change), and why subjects do not see motion in other cases when the eyes are 

rotating (though the image does change in this case). The explanation they 

offered is to a degree unsurprising. According to Helmholtz and others, what is 

crucial about the above cases is just that the subject's eyes are moving. And what 

explains the impression (or lack of an impression) of motion in these cases is that 

the visual system interprets retinal input in light of this fact. For example, the 

fact that subjects who are merely rotating their eyes do not perceive motion is 

explained as follows. In quasi-technical terms, the "movement signals" from the 

retina caused by a change in retinal stimulation are cancelled out by other signals 

which specify that the eyes are moving. Signals indicating eye movement are also 

invoked to explain the second kind of case, where subjects perceived motion 

despite "following" the moving object with their eyes. In this case, signals 

indicating movement of the eyes were present without any corresponding signals 

from the retina, indicating to vision that the object being viewed must be moving 

at the same rate as the eyes. 

Here is the crucial point for current purposes. The explanation of the two 

phenomena just given was not, and is not, particularly controversial. But what was 

controversial was the exact character of the signals which informed vision of 

movement of the eyes. One view was that vision receives feedback signals from 

the eyes as they move (or from the eye muscles as they "stretch"). This view is 

that it is signals produced in response to actual eye movements which do the work. 
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Helmholtz put forward an opposing view. According to Helmholtz, what cancels 

out movement signals is not feedback signals from the eyes, but rather "signals 

from the brain commanding the eyes to move (Gregory, p. 106, emphasis mine)." 

As it happens, it is Helmholtz' account which is favored by experimental 

evidence. Crucially, there are cases in which only one of the two types of signals 

mentioned above are produced — cases in which commands to move the eyes are 

issued, but the eye muscles do not move, and vice-versa. For example, one can 

paralyze the eye muscles (e.g., using curare) ~ so that, although commands are 

issued to move the eyes, the muscles do not execute them. In this case, the eye 

muscles do not send back signals indicating that they have been "stretched." Now, 

in this case, the visual system is presented with a stable retinal image, since the 

eyes do not actually move. And there is no feedback from the eye muscles to 

indicate that the eyes are moving, and thus that they are "following" a moving 

scene. And so, if the "feedback" account were correct, the visual system should 

interpret a stable retinal image as the product of a stationary viewed scene. By 

contrast, if the visual system considers instructions move the eyes, then a stable 

image here should be evidence that (since the eyes are "following" a moving 

scene) that the entire viewed scene is moving at the same rate as the eyes. 

Strikingly, the visual system opts for the latter interpretation. For those whose 

eye muscles have ceased to work, or are temporarily paralyzed, "the world swings 

round ... when they tiy to move their eyes (Gregory, p. 108)." 
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What, exactly, does this show? To start, it shows that internal instructions 

to move the eyes and internal indicators of such movements differ sharply in their 

functional roles. In particular, it is the instructions, rather than the indicators, 

which determine how the absence of change in the retinal image is interpreted by 

the visual system. Is this sufficient to show that different representational 

structures are employed in directing eye movements and detecting them? One 

could, I suppose, claim that a single mental "symbol" represents eye movements in 

both contexts here, though note that this symbol would sometimes (when the eyes 

have just moved and are receiving instructions to move further) have to occupy 

both functional roles simultaneously. More importantly, the neural structures 

which are involved in directing eye movements and detecting them are very 

different. Motor commands originate in a different part of the brain than afferent 

signals from eye muscles. And, to repeat, these structures play very different roles 

in the visual system's interpretation of a stable retinal image. Thus we have 

structures which are neurally distinct, active simultaneously, playing very different 

functional roles. Such a difference provides, I think, about as much pressure in 

favor of the thesis of distinct representational structures as one could hope for. 

I said I would show that instructions to move the eyes do things beyond 

prompting physical movement ~ more precisely, that they do things which are 

characteristic of other cognitive representations. I had in mind the role that such 

instructions play in the detection of motion. As mentioned, instructions to move 
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the eyes are crucial inputs to the process which determines how to interpret 

changes in the retinal image. Viz.. the presence or absence of such instructions 

determine how the visual system will interpret a stable retinal image. Note that 

it is not the mere existence (or lack thereof) of a movement instruction that is 

relevant here. Also important is the exact rate of movement that is specified. 

The latter is important because, for example, the rate at which paralyzed eyes are 

told to move determines how fast the world appears to be spinning when they 

don't (i.e.,, it determines how fast the world would have to be spinning to keep up 

with genuinely rotating eyes). It is also worth noting that the visual system at 

times engages in a fairly precise comparison of the rate of movement specified in 

an instruction and the amount of angular shift in the retinal image. Such a 

comparison occurs in cases where the eyes are rotating and the visual scene is 

shifting at the same time. In such cases, the visual system is able to calculate the 

amount of change which is due to external movement by comparing the specified 

rate of movement with the sweep actually experienced. If we say that the visual 

system represents the amount of retinal shift being experienced, then our 

explanation straightforwardly requires that instructions represent rates of 

movement, since such representations are being compared to representations of 

degree of retinal shift, 
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As mentioned, one way to show that a symbol appearing within a cognitive 

instruction does not acquire its meaning from detection contexts is to show that 

this symbol is neurally and functionally distinct from the corresponding internal 

indicator. Another, more decisive, way to establish this claim is to show that 

there simply are no detection contexts — that the cognitive system simply lacks the 

ability to detect occurrences of the motor or cognitive operation specified by the 

instruction. To see an example of the latter sort of case, consider the Automated 

Mathematician (AM), an artificial intelligence program described in Garfield 1987. 

As its name suggests, the Automated Mathematician attempts to model some 

aspect of human mathematical reasoning. In particular, the AM models the 

process of forming new mathematical concepts. The operation of the program is 

guided by a set of rules or heuristics, most of which specify ways for the program 

to manipulate the stock of concepts it already possesses. (The system must begin 

with a stock of concepts, since it needs some concepts to generate more.) Most 

of these rules require the AM to either fill out a partial specification of a concept 

~ e.g., by generating examples ~ or to introduce a new concept altogether.® 

What is important for current purposes is that many of the rules which govern the 

" In fact, this distinction gets blurred. Many techniques for filling in "slots" in the frame structure 
are also techniques for generating new concepts, e.g. generalization. 
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AM are examples of "situation-action" pairs. That is, they are rules which specify 

how the system is to act when a certain condition is known to hold. An example 

of such a rule is the following: "If some examples of X are examples of Y, create 

a new concept defined as the intersection of X and Y." 

The Automated Mathematician is guided by a fairly simple control structure. 

The structure is called a "schedule", and is essentially a list of tasks that the 

system is to perform (implemented as a queue). Tasks are added to the schedule 

as follows: when the antecedent clause of one of the above situation-action rules 

is satisfied, the specified action is not executed immediately. Instead, an 

instruction to perform the relevant action (i.e., a description of the action) is 

added to the queue. By this means, the schedule collects a list of task 

specifications. The sort of instruction we are talking about is a character string, 

e.g. "Generalize the concept X". Obviously, this instruction contains a 

specification of the kind of cognitive task ~ here, generalizing ~ that the system is 

able to perform. 

Qearly, the task specifications on this list are "forward-looking" in the 

sense emphasized in section 3.2. The action they specify occurs after the 

instruction is "read" by the command processor. What is interesting here is the 

following. The only role that terms such as "Generalize" play during the operation 

of the program (beyond being added to the queue) is to direct the system to 

perform the relevant operation. There is never a reading or writing of the string 
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"Generalize" which we could count as the system detecting an instance of this 

conceptual process. In fact, the Automated Mathematician — this mechanism for 

generating new concepts -- is not capable, in any obvious sense, of "detecting" an 

instance of generalization. It has no computational resources for, as it were, 

forming a higher-order belief about the Idnd of task it is currently performing. It 

cannot token a string in response to a bit of current processing in a way that 

might plaiisibly count as "detecting" or "recognizing" that sort of processing. 

One might be wondering what, if anything, the limitations of the Automated 

Mathematician tell us about representation in human minds. In particular, one 

may feel that the AM's inability to detect instances of certain operations is simply 

an artifact of, well, an artifact — an arbitrary limitation in a computational model 

of limited scope. But I think that this feature of the AM is, in certain cases, not 

at all psychologically unrealistic. For example, children of a certain age may not 

be able to recognize instances of generalization in their own reasoning (or in that 

of others), but still be able to perform this operation. One might think that, even 

if children lack conscious understanding of their own concept-formation activities, 

the unconscious processes which govern this activity must be able to detect 

instances of, e.g., generalization. But why, exactly, must this be so? In 

particular, the more successful the AM seems in modeling children's mathematical 

abilities, the less likely it seems that such abilities require the detection of 

component operations like generalization. And so here we have a plausible case 
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of cognizers lackmg both higher-order awareness of and unconscious sensitivity to 

certain cognitive operations, but still performing these operations in a instruction-

driven way. In this case, there are symbols which represent and direct conceptual 

operations whose contents cannot be inherited from detection contexts, because 

there are no such contexts. 
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Let me now mention a final objection to the criticism of indicator theories 

that I have been offering. To wit: one might wonder just why indicator semantics 

is required to be exclusively "backwards-looking" in the sense described above. 

Many natural signs do reflect a causal link in this direction ~ e.g. smoke 

indicating fire, the contraction of metal indicating a drop in temperature. But 

certainly not all of them do. So, for example, one commonly-cited example of 

"natural meaning" is the fact that dark clouds mean rain. Presumably the idea 

here is that the presence of such clouds means that it will rain soon (here). The 

point is not that such clouds indicate that it has rained recently, or that it is 

currently raining somewhere else, even if the latter is true as well. In short, 

physical states outside the cognitive realm sometimes do cany information about 

what is about to happen. So why can't a theory of content based on natural 

indicators appeal to either type of correlation? In particular, in the case of 

instructions, why can't indicator accounts assign them meanings based of the sorts 

of actions that they regularly cause, actions whose future occurrence the tokening 

of the instruction is (in some sense) an indicator of. 

It is worth emphasizing again that most current versions of indicator 

semantics really are "backwards-looking" in the sense described above. Fodor, for 

example, is exclusively concerned with causes of a symbol's tokening in the 
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detection box. On his account, one physical state refers to another only if the 

second is (at least a counterfactual) cause of the first. E.g., in discussing the 

mental symbol COW, Fodor claims that this symbol will denote cows Just in case 

"(i) there is a nomic relation between the property of being a cow and the 

property of being a cause of "COW tokens; and 

(ii) if there are nomic relations between other properties and the property 

of being a cause of "COW" tokens, the latter nomic relations depend 

assymetrically on the former." 

Again: according Fodor's official schema for meaning, the symbol "FOO" 

expresses the properly of being a foo just in case: 

1. The statement "foo's cause [tokenings of] FOO" is a law 

2. Some [tokenings of] FOO actually are caused by foos. 

The question remains, though, whether some other indicator theory could 

be constructed which, in certain conte.xts, assigned meanings based on downstream 

occurrences -- i.e., based on a structure's typical effects. The best-known indicator 

accounts each have their own idiosyncratic difficulties with this move.' But the 

' So, for example, on Dretske's 1989 account, a structure possesses a semantic value only if has 
acquired control over some bodily movement (was the reinforcer for such a connection). However, (i) a 
structure only acquires a semantic value if it has acquired control over some bodfly movement through 
learning, and (ii) when the structure acquires this control, what it becomes a representation of is not the 
bodfly movement it regularly prompts. Instead, according to Dretske, when a neural structure gains 
control over some bodily movement — e.g. a positioning of the mouth or larynx — at that moment it 
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possibility remains that some other version of indicator semantics could be 

constructed that was compatible with "bi-directional" indication. 

Of course, if one is strict about indication ~ so that P indicates Q only if 

prob(Q/P) = 1 — then there probably just isn't any forward-looking indication. This 

is because (I presume) the probability of the world ending in the next instant is 

greater than 0, and so the probability of any event Q occurring in the future is 

less than 1.^° However, I don't propose to be this strict about indication. 

I do think, however, that there is deep problem with the proposal 

mentioned above. The key to this difficulty is the following. Most natural 

indicators actually indicate quite a number of things, including certain past and 

future conditions. To repeat the example given above: the presence of a certain 

type of cloud formation means rain (i.e., means something about the future). But, 

of course, the presence of a cloud formation of this type also means that a large 

pocket of air recently underwent expansion and cooling (since this is part of the 

process by which clouds like this form.) And similarly, we say that those red spots 

mean measles (mean that a certain type of infection has occurred). But early on, 

at least, those red spots also mean that a high fever is coming. Such a fever is a 

symptom which regularly follows the first appearance of the spots. 

becomes a genuine representation of the condition (usually an environmental condition) which regularly 
precedes it. 

I am assuming that Q is not the disjunction of all possible future outcomes, is not logically 
necessary, etc. 
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The point, of course, is that natural indicators often carry both forward-

and backward-looking information. And this fact raises the following difficulty. 

Indicator theorists derive the meaningful character of cognitive structures from 

their indicator properties. But, in contrast to its indicator content, a cognitive 

structure's meaning or semantic content is typically univocal. As a result, the 

content of a structure often seems to correspond to only its characteristic cause or 

to its characteristic effect, but not both. For instance, suppose that the cell firings 

which produce eye movements are themselves produced by one and only one 

neural condition (say, the number of positive ions in a certain synaptic gap 

exceeding threshold). As a result, the occurrence of these cell firings indicates 

that their triggering condition recently occurred. Obviously, though, it is not part 

of the meaning of each eye movement command that such-and-such neural 

condition recently held (if it were, and your brain worked differently than mine in 

this sense, then we couldn't be employing the same instructions). In other cases, 

of course, the broadened indicator theory needs the opposite result ~ it will need 

to count just the typical causes of a symbol's tokening as relevant to its meaning, 

while excluding its effects. So, suppose I have a phobia about snakes, so that 

every time I identify something as a snake (and SNAKE is tokened in my 

detection box), I leap backwards. In this case, an appearance of SNAKE in my 

detection box is an indicator that I will soon leap backwards. But obviously, we 

do not want my leaping backwards to be part of what this symbol signifies. 
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In short, making indicator semantics "bi-directional" will often leave it with 

the significant task of excluding one of these directions in fixing content. 

Depending on the cognitive structure involved, the broadened indicator view will 

want to count only backwards-looking factors or only forwards-looking factors as 

relevant to content. Of course, one could in each case just stipulate the direction 

that determines semantic content. But this would hardly qualify as a naturalistic 

account of meaning. The latter point is the one I most wish to emphasize. The 

task facing a broadened, "two-way" indicator semantics is to find naturalistic 

conditions which, in each case, select a particular direction of causation as relevant 

to a structure's semantic content. 

Of course, later versions of indicator semantics typically have some 

mechanism for selecting between various bachvards-looking causes of an internal 

state. We might try here to adapt these mechanisms to select between a symbol's 

typical causes and its typical effects. But, at a minimum, the mechanisms recently 

suggested in the literature for selecting between causal h'nks (between incoming 

causal links) will not help with the new problem. E.g., Dretske appeals to control 

over motor activity as a deciding factor in selecting between various "backwards-

looking" causes. What, then, should we use to decide between control over motor 

activity and one or more backwards-looking causes? 
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3.6. Conclusion 

This chapter addressed the implications for content theories of internal 

instructions in cognitive processing ~ of structures which specify actions that the 

cognitive system is to perform. I argued that theories which hope to explain 

mental representation must account for instructions, which appear in a wide range 

of unconscious cognitive processes (or so current psychological theories maintain). 

However, though the notion of an instruction is both familiar and (in the 

psychological literature) pervasive, I argued that it does not fit naturally within the 

framework of indicator semantics. The difficulty is simple: indicator theories take 

a symbol's meaning to be a function of conditions which regularly precede, and 

help cause, the symbol's tokening. By contrast, an instruction represents an action 

which has not yet been performed, an action that will issue from the instruction 

itself. And so, indicator theories must reconcile the future-directed contents of 

instructions with the backward-looking mechanism of detection. I then identified 

and addressed the natural response for indicator accounts ~ viz., the claim that 

symbols appearing in instructions (specifying some motor or cognitive activity) 

appear elsewhere in the agent's cognitive economy as indicators of the relevant 

operation. The relevant symbols would then acquire their contents from those 

occasions on which they serve their indicator function. I argued that at least two 

sorts of imperative symbols cannot be explained in this foshion, and I gave 
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examples of each from the cogm'tive science literature. In the first case, the 

cognitive cause of A and the cognitive indicator of A are neurally and functionally 

distinct (so that a single, "multi-purpose" cognitive structure cannot be appealed 

to). In the second case, the agent simply lacks an internal indicator for the 

relevant operation or movement. I concluded the chapter by discussing, and 

showing the difficulties which would attend, attempts to broaden the notion of 

"indication" to include correlations with future, causally downstream, events. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PROTOTYPES AND CONTENT THEORIES 

4.1. Representation and the Contact Assumption 

In this chapter, I want to discuss (what I think is) a foundational 

assumption for several theories of mental representation. The idea, put simply, is 

that genuine representational content arises out of some form of contact with 

instances of the property, type, etc. denoted. As I will sometimes say, meaning is 

founded on some type of causal interaction between the denoting state and the 

denoted conditions. The types of interaction which are invoked include both 

sensory contact and a range of other causal links which might affect an organism's 

(or other cognitive system's) survival. I think that the above characterization fits 

both indicator semantics and Millikan's "proper function" account; I will say more 

about the particular theories in a moment. Let me note first that among theories 

which satisfy the above characterization there is disagreement about whether the 

relevant contact must have already occurred (for a state to have a genuine 

meaning), or whether such contact merely needs to be possible. For example, 

some indicator theories fix the meaning of a symbol S based on what actually 

caused past tokenings of S, while others include counterfactual causes as well. I 
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will call theories of the first sort "purely historical" accounts.^ For the moment 

my focus will be on such accounts. 

To be clear, my interest in this chapter is not so much the "contact" 

assumption just mentioned as it is a consequence of it. This consequence is 

essentially a restriction on the sorts of representational contents that an orgamsm 

(or other type of cognitive system) may possess. The restriction is this. States of 

a cognitive system ~ more precisely, its representational primitives ~ may depict 

only properties, etc., instances of which are actually present (or which were present 

at one time) in the system's environment. The notion of something being 

"present" in an environment is not very precise, but its application in the following 

discussion should be clear enough (I will not be concerned with borderline cases.) 

It should be clear how this restriction follows from the "contact" assumption. If 

an organism must have had contact with an instance of a property P in order to 

represent it (via a primitive representation), such an instance must have been 

present at one time. This limitation of mental content to past conditions is evident 

from just a glance at several prominent theories. E.g., Millikan identifies the 

meaning of an "intentional icon" with certain environmental conditions that 

obtained during past productions of the icon. The point extends to "historical" 

indicator theories as well. For Dretske, it is the causes of previous tokenings of a 

' I have in mind the difference between Dretske's indicator theory and Fodor's later view on the 
one hand, both of which have an historical component, and Fodor's Psychosemantics view on the other. 
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symbol (type) within the life of the organism that fix its content; for Millikan. it is 

conditions occurring within previous generations that do this. 

To repeat: a number of content theories seem to accept that an organism 

can think about — at least, can represent via primitives -- only objects and 

properties with which it has had the proper form of contact (or with which its 

ancestors had contact). To get some perspective on this view, note a similarity 

between this thesis and classical empiricism. Of course, the centra] tenet of 

empiricism is that all (contentful) ideas date back to one or more instances of 

sense experience or introspection. On Locke's version of the view, all simple ideas 

(our primitive, atomic representations) must acquire their contents directly from 

instances of one or both sorts of experience. Here is an expression of the view 

from Locke's Essay: 

"The understanding seems to me not to have the least glimmering of any 

ideas which it doth not receive from one of these two [sensation and 

introspection] ... We have nothing in our minds which did not come in one of these 

two ways {Essay Concerning Human Understanding, II, 1, sec. 5, emphasis added.)." 

Certainly, there is some affinity between this and the view that 

representational primitives may denote only things the system has "encountered", 

either through sensory experience or selection pressures. The crucial difference, 

of course, is that empiricism is strictly a thesis about the link between ideas and 

sensory experience. Empiricism is neutral about the existence of a link (or lack 
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thereof) between this experience and a mind-independent reality {Berkeley was an 

empiricist, after all), while the content theories mentioned above are essentially 

externalist. 

A contemporaiy motivation for the "contact" assumption is the following. 

The attempt to naturalize mental representation requires (at a minimum) the 

existence of a purely naturalistic connection between representational primitives 

(which are a class of internal states) and the properties they denote. And an 

especially plausible place to find such a connection between internal states and, 

say, predators or blue things is in an organism's interaction with its immediate 

environment (perceptual, motor, or otherwise). In other words, basing content on 

this sort of interaction offers a promising and plausible way to satisfy the 

naturalism requirement. Of course, basing content on this sort of interaction 

limits the extensions of meaningful structures to past conditions in the organism's 

environment." 

I now want to take some time to e.xplain a bit more carefully why certain 

naturalistic theories end up limiting the contents of primitives to prior 

environmental conditions. It should be clear why historical indicator accounts 

have this consequence. According to such accounts (simplifying a bit), the 

meaning of a symbol S is determined by which objects caused tokenings of S in 

the past That is, S will denote a property instances of which previously caused ~ 

' At least, basing content on past instances of this sort of interaction this consequence. 
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and thus presumably were present during ~ tokenings of S. Of course, indicator 

accounts have received various refinements, but most of these have been to 

exclude certain causes from a symbol's extension, and so do not affect the point 

being made here.^ To be clear, Dretske's earlier view (1981) assigns content to a 

belief B on the basis of ~ not previous conditions which prompted it, but rather --

information present in input signals to B. ("What is crucial is the information that 

was present in signals received during the so-called training period). But recaU 

that, for Dretske, a signal carries, e.g., the information that x is F only if x actually 

is F. All information is information about what actually obtains or has actually 

occurred. Thus, for Dretske, a belief has the content x is F only if it was activated 

by a signal carrying this information during training, and the existence of such a 

signal entails that x actually was F at that time. 

Another theory which limits contents to prior conditions is Ruth Millikan's 

proper functions account. Millikan's theory is quite complex; I will try to say just 

enough about it to demonstrate this aspect of its character. Millikan caUs the 

most basic content-bearing structures intentional icons, a classification which 

includes bits of natural language, certain behaviors, and phenotypic structures. 

Each intentional icon has both a producer and a consumer, the latter being 

something (another part of the brain, another organism, etc.) which responds to 

the icon in a systematic way, and whose past responses played a role in the icon's 

^ See chapter 1, section 2. 
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selection. The meaning of an intentional icon ~ more precisely, the meaning of 

various states of the icon ~ is determined by a correspondence between these 

states and states of the environment. Just which correspondence applies is 

determined as follows. A certain correlation between states of the icon and states 

of the environment will be (in Millikan's terminology) a Normal condition for the 

icon's consumer to function properly^ in response to the icon. This analysis is 

obviously jargon-heavy. To unpack it a little, note that "Normal" conditions for 

the proper functioning of a structure are conditions which, in the past, resulted in 

the structure being selected by some process (e.g. natural selection).^ To wrap up: 

the meaning of an icon X will be fixed by a certain correspondence between states 

of X and states of the environment, such that previous instances of this 

correspondence resulted in the behavior of X's consumer (in response to X) being 

selectionally advantageous. 

An example will help here. Consider the well-known example of the 

magnetosomes found in marine bacteria (Dretske 1986), whose orientation 

towards local magnetic north typically (though not always) indicates the direction 

of oxygen-free water. Millikan claims that her theory, unlike indicator accounts, 

•* Read "to function properly" as "to fuIHll its evolutionary purpose." 

^ More precisely, what is at issue are conditions which enabled the behavior of previous tokens of 
the structure to be selectively advantageous. More precisely again. Normal conditions are defined for a 
particular state or behavior of a structure-type S. Normal conditions for that state (etc.) will be those in 
virtue of which it was advantageous for previous tokens of S to be in that state — conditions under which 
S's being in that state was selected for in some sense. 
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unambiguously entails that the orientation of the magnetosome means that 

owgen-free water is located in the indicated direction. Why does the 

magnetosome's orientation have this meaning, rather than the meaning that the 

indicated direction is local magnetic north? It is because of the role that the first 

(less perfect) correlation — between the orientation of the magnetosome and the 

location of o>^gen-free water — played in the bacteria's evolutionary history. Note 

first that the icon consumer in this case is a motor structure in the bacterium 

which guides it in the direction indicated by the magnetosome. According to 

Millikan, what made this type of movement (the relevant behavior of the icon 

consumer) adaptive in previous generations is the fact that previous magnetosomes 

were pointing towards oj^rgen-free water. Put in the terms given above, the 

orientation of the magnetosome towards oxygen-free water is a Normal condition 

for the proper functioning of the abovementioned motor structure ~ i.e. it was the 

fact in virtue of which movement in the direction of that orientation was favored 

by natural selection. 

It should be clear that, on Millikan's account, primitive contents will be 

restricted to past conditions in and around (ancestors of) an organism. State S of 

an intentional icon will denote some envirormiental condition in the species 

history of the organism. In particular, it will denote that condition C such that (at 

some point in the organism's species history) the presence of C made the 

consumer's response to S adaptive. Put more intuitively — and this is a 
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formulation I will return to in section 4.3 — what gets represented in Millikan's 

theory are those external conditions which obtained when the relevant processing 

system (the icon consumer) was functioning properly — when it was doing what it 

did that got it preserved by natural selection.^ 

In the remainder of thi.s chapter I will be assessing the plausibility of this 

restriction on representational contents (specifically, on the contents of 

representational primitives). In particular, I am interested in whether this 

restriction is consistent with content attribution in computational psychology. Are 

the representational primitives put forward in computational models always 

restricted in the manner described above? I will argue that they are not. I will 

focus on just one of the contexts in which this issue arises. The concern is 

whether cognitive systems can systematically idealize about the contents of their 

environments. In this context, "idealizing" means systematically representing 

objects as different than they actually are ~ i.e., systematically representing them 

as possessing properties they do not possess, however "close" they are to 

possessing them in some sense. Of course, to conflict with the general assumption 

mentioned above, such idealizations must attribute properties that no object in the 

system's environment (or its ancestors') ever possessed, and this might seem like a 

veiy strong requirement. I think, in fact, that the psychological model I will 

describe does satisfy this requirement. But my primary concern is showing that 

^ Derived proper functions. 
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tJie relevant idealizations are clearly inconsistent with the particular links between 

content and "actual conditions" put forward in causal and teleological theories. 

For example, the primitives in this model express properties which are different 

than those present when the system is functioning properly ~ different than those 

that were present when past instances of the system were performing in an 

adaptive manner. (Specifically, these primitives depict idealized versions of actual 

conditions). The primary purpose of the following sections is to establish that this 

conflict between content theories and computational models exists, and to 

elucidate briefly some features of psychological explanation which lead to it. Near 

the end of the chapter, I will argue that it is in fact proper to allow cogmtive 

models this kind of explanatory flexibility. 
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So: I want to consider evidence that some cognitive processes employ 

idealizations in a manner inconsistent with the restriction on content discussed in 

section 1. I will discuss an input process (an unconscious one, see 3.1) which 

appears to represent its inputs in an idealized form ~ and so, which seems to 

attribute to them properties they do not actually possess. I have in mind the 

theory of visual object recognition due to Irving Biederman (Biederman 1995, 

Hummel and Biederman 1992). The point of the following discussion is not to 

endorse Biederman's account, though it has certainly been quite influential. The 

point is to demonstrate something about the notion of representation at work in 

psychological models, and about how this notion must be analyzed. 

Let me begin by providing some background for Biederman's theory. 

Biederman is trying to explain (as are his competitors) the ability to recognize 

objects by sight. More precisely, he is attempting to explain our ability to 

recognize objects given only information about their shapes7 To study the 

distinctive influence of shape information on classification ~ to exclude other keys 

to recognition such as color -- subjects are presented with simple line-drawings. 

The idea is, to classify the objects depicted in these drawings, the visual system 

'More precisely, such models focus on subjects' ability to place an object in a so-called "entiy-level 
category." See Rosch, Mervis, etaL (1976). 
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must work solely from those features that the drawings actually depict — things 

such as edges, angles, and vertices. The drawings do not depict color or texture. 

To prevent any confusion, let me emphasize that Biederman and his competitors 

are only attempting to explain classification based on shape information. They do 

not address (though they certainly do not deny) recognition based on texture or 

color or other observable properties of objects -- the sort of thing that goes on, 

say, when we recognize an instance of water or sand. 

To see the motivation for Biederman's model, it helps to be aware of the 

following, feirly remarkable, fact. Our ability to classify an object on the basis of 

shape is unaffected by certain variations in the object's retinal projection.® In 

particular, changes in the following features of the retinal projection do not affect 

recognition times or error rates (up to a point): location of the projection on the 

retina, degree of occlusion, rotation of the object in depth. Changes in such 

features are caused by shifts in the observer's viewpoint; the fact that recognition 

is unaffected by these changes is called viewpoint-invariance. The significance of 

this fact, that recognition is viewpoint-invariant, is as follows. The retinal 

projections just mentioned are the sole inputs to object recognition processes. If 

these processes work equally well in response to different projections (different 

views of an object), it suggests that they key on features of the projections which 

' Note that information present in the retinal image is the sole input to object-recognition 
processes. Models of object-recognition usually focus on inputs to the first level of the visual cortex (VI) 
produced in response to the retinal image. 
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themselves are viewpoint-invariant. That is, it suggests that recognition focuses on 

features of an object's projection which do not change with its rotation, partial 

occlusion, etc. 

And such features do exist. For example, it turns out a line which is 

straight (or curved) in one projection of an object will be straight (or curved) in 

almost all others. The same holds for parallelism and symmetry between lines. 

What is especially important about these features of the projection is that they are 

correlated with actual properties of the viewed surface. So, e.g., a straight line in 

a projection is almost always produced by an approximately straight line (a 

straight edge, marking, etc.) on the viewed surface. Biederman's model is just one 

of several attempts to base a theory of object-recognition on these viewpoint-

invariant features of the retinal image. 

Let me now turn to current theories of shape-based object recognition. In 

essence, such accounts divide into two camps.' Members of the first camp argue 

that recognition compares the stimulus to a catalogue of previously experienced 

visual images. The idea is, recognition works by matching the stimulus to a 

particular (previously experienced) view of the relevant object. Slower 

classification is predicted for novel views of an object — which must be moved, 

rotated, etc., to match a previous image. Such accounts have trouble with 

' Interestingly enough, these two camps mirror the differing views of Locke and Berkeley regarding 
abstract ideas. 
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viewpoint-mvariance. In particular, the above prediction conflicts with the data 

which shows no increase in classification time for, e.g., novel positions on the 

retina. 

By contrast, theories in the second group seek to explain recognition as the 

matching of a stimulus to a more abstract shape representation. The theory 

Biederman offers is of this latter sort. According to Biederman, visual memory 

stores a distinct shape representation for each ordinary object (at least, for those 

which have characteristic shapes).^" Biederman calls these shape representations 

object models. The overall form of object models is what distinguishes 

Biederman's theory from other accounts, and it will be my primary concern here. 

One distinctive feature of object models (which, to repeat, are representations of 

object shapes which guide visual recognition) is that they explicitly represent an 

object as having a part structure. For example, the model of a coffee cup 

represents it as divided into a base and a handle. Moreover, the representational 

elements which denote such parts (e.g. a cup handle) are primitive and atomic. 

These elements are not defined in terms of simpler shape features such as lines 

and vertices, nor are they complexes built up from representations of the latter 

features. Note that several theories competing with Biederman's attempt to 

explain recognition solely in terms of (representations of) these simpler features. 

More precisely, the theory posits several shape-representations for each object-type, each 
corresponding to a markedly different "view" of that object. Even abstract-shape theorists like Biederman 
build some perspectival variation into their accounts. 
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What is more important than the articulation of an object-model into parts 

is the types of parts that are employed. According to Biederman, visual memory 

represents object parts by means of a special collection of shapes called geons. I 

will say more about geons in a moment, but for now just note that geons are a 

class of "perfect" volumes ~ they are such things as cylinders, cones, and 

rectangular solids. The guiding idea here is that object-models — which represent 

such things as telephones and coffee cups ~ consist of two or three of these 

perfect volumes arranged in a certain way. For example, the shape of a coffee 

cup is represented by the combination of an upright cylinder (the base) and a 

narrower, curved cylinder (the handle). Note that it is not just component geons, 

but also their relative positions and orientations, which matter in an object-model. 

So, e.g., the representation of a pail has the same components as the 

representation of a coffee cup. The former also uses an upright cylinder and a 

"curved cylinder" to represent a base and a handle, respectively. But the model of 

a pail has the handle positioned on top of the base, not beside it (see attachment). 

It is important to give a precise characterization of geons themselves — the 

building blocks Biederman postulates for abstract shape-representations. It is 

important because the exact nature of geon-representations is my primary concern 

in the next two sections. As mentioned, geons are members of a special class of 

volumes; more precisely, they are a subclass of the gpneralized cylinders. (Geons 

are mathematical entities, although Biederman at times also uses the term "geon" 
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to refer to representations of these shapes)." Generalized cylinders are volumes 

which are formed by moving a cross-section along a (straight or curved) axis. To 

get clear on this process, think about its use in forming (flinders and cones. We 

get a cylinder by moving a circle ~ a circular cross-section ~ along a straight axis. 

We get a cone by moving an expanding circle along a straight axis. 

In general, and this point is crucial, we can identify a geon by its values on 

a few basic geometrical parameters. A geon is individuated by the shape of its 

cross-section (straight of curved), the shape of its axis (straight or curved), etc. 

For example: 

A straight axis, curved cross-section, and parallel sides is a CYLINDER. 
A straight axis, straight cross-section, and parallel sides is a BRICK. 

Of course, on Biederman's account, object recognition consists of the 

activation of an object-model in response to a retinal stimulus. More precisely, 

recognition occurs when each of the geon "parts" of a particular model are 

activated.^" The obvious question is, why does Biederman try to explain object 

recognition in terms of geons (or geon-representations)? The answer, in part, is 

that such structures fit well with the evidence that recognition is sensitive to part-

structures.^ But more important is the fact that geons are individuated in the 

" Thus he discusses the circumstances under which geons are activated, and says things such as "the 
same geons in different relations will represent different objects." 

^ A connectionist model of this activation process is provided in Hummel and Biederman (1992). 

Segmentation into parts is the stage in recognition which immediately precedes identification of 
component geons. 
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manner mentioned above. E.g., they are distinguished by such things as whether 

their cross-sections are straight or curved. This method of individuation is 

important because the identifying characteristics just mentioned correspond to 

viewpoint-invariant features of the retinal image. 

Let me try to explain this last point a little more carefully. On most 

accounts (including Biederman's), recognition begins with the attempt to recover 

information about an object's shape from the retinal stimulus. On Biederman's 

account, what the visual system is trying to recover from the stimulus is (more or 

less) evidence of geons, which would be used to activate various object-models. 

Now, what is nice about looking for evidence of geons in a retinal projection is 

that the relevant clues will be present (and unchanged) across different views of 

the object. For example, in this context, looldng for a curved cross-section means 

looking for a set of curved lines in the retinal image. And as mentioned, lines 

which are curved in one projection of an object remain curved in others — this is a 

feature of the projection which is viewpoint-invariant. As it happens, all the 

retinal features which would help to identify geons (the retinal correlates of the 

geometrical contrasts mentioned above) are viewpoint-invariant. And as a result, 

a recognition process which activates geon-structures will also be viewpoint-

invariant, which of course makes it a good model for human processing. Thus 

Biederman notes; "deriving the geons from contrasts in viewpoint-invariant 

properties renders the geons themselves largely invariant under changes in 
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viewpoint (Biederman 1995, p. 143)." 

Put slightly differently, the features used to identify geons will reliably 

reflect (or approximate) features of the viewed object itself. For example, two 

parallel lines in the image nearly always correspond to two approximately parallel 

edges, markings, etc. in the world. This means, put formally, that instantiations of 

the mathematical features which define a certain geon ~ e.g., two straight, parallel 

lines ~ can themselves be inferred to exist in the world. And this means, of 

course, that an (approximate) instantiation of the geon itself can be inferred to 

exist. E.g., it can be inferred that the object itself has a part which is at least 

roughly cylindrical. 
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Let me emphasize again that geons — the units used to represent the 

shapes of object parts — are "ideal" geometrical forms. Geons are such things as 

cylinders and rectangular solids, and can be identified by the simple geometrical 

contrasts mentioned above (e.g., straight vs. curved axis)." What is interesting 

here is that these perfect forms are used in the classification of the geometrically 

imperfect objects that we actually encounter. In fact, most or all of the things that 

actually cause geon-representations to be activated ~ most or all of the things 

present in one's immediate environment when such representations are activated — 

are imperfect shapes. 

Let me explain this point more carefully. Consider the circumstances 

under which a geon-representation is activated. Looking just at the proximal 

stimulus, we can say that a geon-representation is activated in response to a 

section of the retinal image — more precisely, that a collection of geons (an object-

model) is so activated. It is important to keep in mind, though, that the retinal 

image is the proximal projection of an external object e.g., a coffee cup.'^ 

Looked at more broadly, then, recognition is the process of trying to pair the 

''' One might woader if the shape primitives in Biederman's account must represent (say) an ideal 
cylinder, rather than just (say) an more-or-less cylindrical shape. I think this question is an important one. 
I discuss the issue at some length in section 4.4. 

^ What ultimately produces the lines and vertices which activate geon-representations are parts of 
the viewed object. 
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viewed object with various object-models. More precisely, it is the process of 

comparing the shapes of the object's parts to the models' component geons. It is 

in the midst of this process that a geon-representation gets "activated." For 

example, the CYLINDER geon will be activated when it is successfully matched 

with some object part, e.g. the base of a coffee cup. 

Now, think for a moment about the objects we actually encounter. It looks 

as if geon-representations will almost never be activated in response to shapes 

which (strictly speaking) fall in their extensions. After all, the CYLINDER geon 

is activated in response to such things as the base of a coffee cup. And, at the 

risk of being obvious, the base of a coffee cup is almost never a perfect cylinder. 

It is likely that no cup has sides which are exactly parallel, paint which is perfectly 

even, etc. In fact, there may well be no object that we normally encounter which 

is (or which has a part which is) a perfect cylinder. This point holds for the other 

geons as well, of course. Geon-representations in general will never or almost 

never be activated in response to shapes which exactly match the shapes they 

specify. Turning the point around, the crucial point is that the presence of a 

shape which only approximates a geon is sufficient to prompt the activation of the 

relevant geon-representation. E.g., the CYLINDER geon will be activated in 

response to shapes which are only roughly cylindrical. Geon-representations 

would be useless otherwise, of course. The point of employing geon-

representations is to help with the classification of actual objects. 
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The natural conclusion to draw is that visual memory depicts the shapes of 

ordinary objects in a somewhat simplified and idealized form. A coffee cup is 

represented as having a perfectly cylindrical base and perfectly cylindrical handle, 

which is a kind of prototype — one which, as it happens, no coffee cup quite 

satisfies. But, to repeat, this representation can be used quite effectively in the 

recognition of actual coffee cups. In fact, object-models appear to function as 

prototypes in classification typically do (see Smith and Medin 1981). An object, 

or its corresponding projection, is classified on the basis of its similarity to an ideal 

(the object-model), rather than by virtue of an exact match. Actually, there is 

some indeterminacy in characterizing just what the object recognition ^stem does 

here. We could perhaps say, not that vision judges similarity to a prototype, but 

that it idealizes about the shape of the object part being viewed. Either 

characterization is acceptable for my purposes. 

To avoid confusion, note that (on Biederman's model) visual memory does 

specify a bit more about the shapes of object parts than just that they approximate 

a certain geon. In particular, object models do specify in a coarse-grained way the 

degree of elongation of their component geons. For example, the object model for 

a lamp contains cylinders corresponding to a base and a shade, and it specifies 

whether each cylinder is skinny or broad.But it gives no more precise 

This feature of a geon is called its aspect ratio — the ratio of the diameter of the cross-section to 
the length of the axis. 
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information about these shapes. Is it plausible that visual memory works from 

such a limited, idealized picture of an object's shape?^^ Biederman argues that it 

is. In fact, he claims that there are several advantages to a classification system 

which attends to only the general shape information mentioned above. To begin, 

as mentioned in section 4.2, the retinal information needed to determine 

(approximate) geon-structure can be recovered from most views of an object — 

even views where the object is partially occluded, is in shadow, etc. Thus, the 

recognitional capacity Biederman describes is quite flexible — more flexible than a 

system requiring more extensive information about shape. Similarly, a ^stem 

which checks relatively few variables will perform classification very quickly, and in 

this way as well provides a good model for actual human performance. It is a 

strength of his model, Biederman claims, that "[it] requires only categorical 

classification of edge characteristics for processing to be completed quickly and 

accurately. A representation that requires fine metric specification, such as 

degree of curvature or length of a segment, cannot be performed with sufficient 

speed or accuracy by humans to be the controlling processing for object 

On Biederman's mcxlel, only a limited amount of information present in the retinal image affects 
object-recognition. Object-recognition e.xhibits sensitivity to certain categorical features of the image ~ 
such as whether a line is straight or curved ~ but not to more exact metric features (e.g., the degree of 
curvature). Now, this feature of the model may seem implausible given that our finished visual "percept" 
does specify fairly precisely (e.g.) how sharply curved an edge or marking is. Thus, I should mention that 
neurological evidence suggests the existence of two distinct cortical pathways for the processing of shape-
information. It is common speculation that one pathway delivers precise specifications of an object's size, 
position, and orientation, for use in motor interaction — and for the finished visual percept — while the 
other delivers more categorical information, for use in classification. It is the latter pathway which helps 
account for the speed of classification mentioned below. 
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recognition (p. 143)." 

To recap: according to Biederman, visual memory uses geons to represent 

the shapes of ordinary objects (for purposes of visual recognition). But these 

representations do not signify the exact shapes they are used to classify. Instead, 

they specify idealized versions of these shapes. The important point here, of 

course, is that it is difficult to make sense of such idealizations on theories which 

limit the extensions of primitives to properties, etc. the system has actually 

encountered. To repeat, it is unlikely that anyone has actually encountered a 

perfectly cylindrical shape, conical shape, etc. It may well be the case that no 

ancestor of ours encountered any of these shapes either, including those ancestors 

which possessed some early version of our current object-recognition system. If 

Biederman's model is correct, then, there are primitives in cognition which signify 

properties that neither we nor our ancestors encountered. Obviously, such 

primitives are hard to explain on theories which require (for meaning) past contact 

with instances of the denoted property. 

Let me take a moment to focus on the particular links between content 

and "actual conditions" put forward by causal and teleological theories. On causal 

accounts (at least, on those with an historical component), a symbol S will denote 

some property P only if instances of P have prompted one or more tokenings of S. 

Obviously, this account cannot make sense of geon-representations such as 

CYLINDER, assuming the above remarks are correct. No perfect (ylinder will 
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have prompted a tokening of CYLINDER, on the assumption that there ha^>e 

never been any perfect cylinders. Similar remarks apply to MiUikan's account. It 

could not have been, e.g., the presence of perfect cylinders which made the 

actions of the CYLINDER geon's "consumer' (presumably further object-

recognition processes) successful. There weren't any perfect cylinders arouad to 

have this impact. It is important to recognize the following as well. Even if there 

were a few perfect (flinders present in our evolutionary niche ~ and our ancestors 

came in contact with them — the success of geon-based classification in these rare 

cases would not be sufficient to explain this system's evolutionaiy success. What 

would be sufficient to explain this, and what surely does explain it, is the fact that 

this scheme provided for quick and accurate recognition of a wide range of objects, 

most of which were geometrically imperfect in the above sense. 

There is another, more subtle conflict here between the above two theories 

and the use of prototypes in mental categorization^® ~ a conflict which does not 

require the relevant properties to be uninstantiated. Note that we can 

characterize the two theories discussed above as follows. Both theories identify 

the meaning of a symbol S with certain environmental conditions which obtained 

during past activations of S. (I am assuming that a specification of these 

environmental conditions would include a specification of the distal causes of S's 

activation.) The conflict is simple. A prototype representation does not precisely 

At least, classification which uses atomic representations as prototypes. 
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reflect the contents of the environment during its past (or present) activations. 

This because a prototype is activated in the presence of objects which only 

approximate — but do not exactly match ~ the form that it specifies. In fact, it is 

part of the very idea of a prototype that it specifies a property or "form" slightly 

different than those possessed by its activating inputs. Notice that, if the geon 

CYLINDER were typically activated in response to perfect cylinders, or if it were 

activated in response to them whenever the system was working "properly", then 

this primitive wouldn't be a prototype. It would be some type of straightforward 

indicator. By definition, then, a prototype does not (quite) signify those things 

which cause, or are otherwise present during, its tokenings. And so, we cannot 

identify its meaning with such a class of things, which is exactly the formula for 

meaning urged above. 

As perhaps is evident, the point has particular bite for Millikan's theory. 

On her theory, an icon represents (a subset of) Normal conditions for the proper 

functioning of the icon consumer ~ that is, it signifies a subset of those conditions 

under which the icon-consumer system performed the task which got it preserved 

by natural selection. Put more simply, an icon represents a bit of what the world 

was like in past cases where the icon-consumer system was functioning properly. 

But, in the case of prototype representations used in previous generations, their 

meanings do not reflect what was present in the environment during past 

successful uses. This, again, because (in order to have functioned as prototypes) 
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these structures must have been activated in the presence of things which did not 

exactly match the form they expressed. 



4.4. (Re) Interpreting Geons 
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As mentioaed in section 4.3, there is a serious question about geons still to 

be addressed. Above, I claimed that the shape primitives in Biedennan's model 

(those which correspond to object parts) represent "perfect" geometrical forms — 

in particular, they represent various generalized cylinders. Biederman himself 

describes the primitives in this way. But this talk about prototypes and "perfect" 

geometrical forms might seem to go beyond what the data on recognition actually 

requires. We have been told that each of these primitives (e.g. CYLE*^DER) will 

be activated in response to shapes that approach some geometrical ideal. For 

example, the symbol CYLINDER will be tokened in response to all shapes which 

are sufficiently cylinder-///^ or approximately cylindrical. But given that 

CYLINDER is activated in response to approximate (flinders, why not just take it 

to denote that class of shapes? That is, why not just take this symbol to express 

the property of being at least approximately cylindrical, and have all the members 

of this broader class form its extension? The other so-called "geon-

representations" would be reinterpreted in a similar fashion, of course. A given 

shape primitive (CONE, BRICK, etc.) would signify all those shapes which 

approximate closely enough the relevant geon — in essence, the primitive would 

represent a class of shapes which are "grouped together" for purposes of 

recognition. Isn't this account more straightforward than positing idealizations and 
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bringing in the potentially elaborate machinery of similariw judgments? 

Of course, there was a certain advantage to representing object shapes in 

terms of geons -- namely, that such structures can be recovered from a variety of 

retinal projections simply by noting whether certain lines in the retinal image are 

straight or curved, etc. But perhaps all this means is that recognition processes 

are able to identify the presence of approximate geons across different viewpoints 

by locating lines in the retinal image which are approximately straight (curved), etc. 

At a minimum, it might seem to one that it is impossible to say with certainty 

which of the above meanings the shape primitives in Biederman's model actually 

possess (if there is even a fact of the matter about this at all). That is, there 

might seem to be no straightforward way, based on the available experimental 

data, to decide between the competing interpretations. And given that the second 

interpretation is compatible with naturalistic theories, which in other cases show 

some promise ... 

I think, though, that it is possible to provide evidence for (or against) each 

of these hypotheses. In particular, I think there are certain reaction-time 

experiments whose results would naturally favor one account or the other. I am 

thinking of experiments similar in form to those which led researchers to the 

postulate prototypes (or examplars) in other kinds of classification tasks. We can 

apply those techniques to experiments which employ the line-drawing stimuli that 

Biederman favors (see section 4.2). The basic idea is just this. Present subjects 
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with line-drawings of ordinary objects (coffee cups, telephones, elephants), where 

each object is depicted using two or three geons, in just the manner of 

Biederman's other experiments. In these trials, though, mix drawings which 

feature perfect geons with drawings that feature one or more imperfect or 

distorted geon shapes. E.g., include as stimuli both a drawing of a coffee cup 

using perfect geons and a drawing of telephone in which the telephone's receiver 

(a rectangular solid) is slightly distorted. Then reverse this pattern in other sets 

of stimuli, i.e. use a perfect telephone but an imperfect coffee cup. In addition, 

vary the de^ee of distortion on the various imperfect geon-drawings. Reaction-

time experiments using these stimuli would then be conducted. 

The import of these experiments is simple. Suppose that subjects 

consistently take longer to classify stimuli which contain one or more "distorted" 

geon parts. Suppose further that classification time varies directly with the degree 

of distortion ~ viz., the less some part resembles a "perfect" geon, the longer it 

takes to classify the whole drawing. This, I take it, would be evidence in favor of 

the prototype hypothesis. Remember, the competing view is that the symbol 

CYLINDER represents (equally) all approximately cylindrical shapes. In that 

case, there is no obvious reason why certain members of this set should take 

longer to activate CYLINDER than others. And certainly, there is no reason why 

recognition time should increase steadily as a function of degree of distortion from 

the "perfect" geometrical form (the perfect cylinder). By contrast, there is a fairly 
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natural explanation for this phenomenon on the assumption that visual 

recogm'tion is trying to determine a match with the relevant geon. 

Of course, if subjects don't take longer to classify drawings which contain 

the imperfect shapes, then that would be evidence against the prototype view. My 

point is just that the above experiment would, one way or the other, provide a 

principled way of deciding between the two characterization of Biederman's 

shape-primitives. Furthermore, regardless of how things actually stand, it seems 

perfectly possible for visual object-recognition to function in the way suggested in 

the last paragraph ~ with classification slower for objects with less than perfect 

component shapes, suggesting exemplar representations. And ultimately, the 

problem with indicator and "proper function" accounts is that they are 

incompatible with the very possibility of recognition (or any cognitive process) 

employing this sort of prototype. 
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